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EDITORIAL PAGES
It may very well have been that it

was not meant to be this way; but the
greater one's need for parole, the
lesser are his chances of getting it.
The general {end theoretical) purpose
of parole is to permit an offender to
serve a portion of his sentence in the
community under the guidance and con
trol of the facilities that the com

munity has to offer him as concomitants
to his reformation, to the benefit of
him and that community.

Political and community pressure
upon the parole board have, over the
years, effected an influence, subtle
and ever more effective, which has
slowly, and very clearly, moulded the
criteria for parole selection. This
influence has served to create a set
of conditions which have reversed the

aim of the parole concept in that fear
of error and its consequences, and
public reaction to such error, has led
the parole board to select and look
with frvour upon those applicants who
require the least help. The less well
endowed inmate, who is otherwise well
qualified for and deserving of parole,
faces a diminished probability of par
ole being granted.

Community response to gross but
isolated errors by the parole people
have led to panic recctions on their
part, which have taken the form ofcol
lective parole denial to whole classes
of offenders without regard for the
merit of the individual or the validi

ty and wholesomeness of his post re
lease programme.

If an inmate has achieved a mea
sure of community support for his re
lease on parole in the form of a job,
suitable living accomodation, family
commitment to his aid, etc., he will
have a much brighter light cast upon
the prospect of parole than will have

the person who, for reasons which may
very well be situational or geograph
ical, rather than personal, and there
fore be beyond his control.

It has long been a truism among in
mates that, "If you got nothing going
for you on the street, you are not go
ing out until your time is up."

One result of the heavy case-loads
of the p.-role service is that those per
sons for whom the parole officer must
work hardest do not get parole. Those
whose needs, in the way of what the
parole service has to offer, are least
do get the benefits of what is avail
able in the way of support.

So obvious is this pattern, that
older inmates can predict, with aston
ishing precision, just who will and
who will not be granted parole. ( Why
don't they just ask us, and get rid
of the board?)

The paradox of the Remission Act and
Mandatory Supervision can be obviated
by a determined and obstreperous inmate
simply by conducting himself, while in
therinstitution, in a manner that will
ensure that he loses all his remission
and hence does not go into the commu
nity on Mandatory Supervision, but goes
out completely free. This is the type
of offender that the community wants to
reform, and yet he will surely not be
permitted to benefit by parole; and
what the community wants for him is not
offered to them for reason of the pa
role board's panicky over-reaction to
the response of that same community to
another yet unrelated parole failure.

Parole applications should be con -
sidered in the light of the merit of the
individual and his potential, not col
lectively by type of offense or by who
is willing to help him in the way of
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doing the parole officer's job for him.

We are not suggesting that anyone
should not get parole, but what we are
saying is that it is obvious that many
deserving cases are passed over be
cause of unstated criteria not being
met. These tacit criteria are often the
very reason such people wind up in pri
son in the first place. A man without
a home, family, job, community roots,
and involvement, etcetera, is little
moved to carry on the same life-style
as those who have and value these ass
ets. His efforts to obtain "these things
are frustrated and inhibited by the ta
cit criteria for parole that says, 'If
you got nothing — you get nothing.'

-0-O-Q-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-

TORCNTO STAR

There have been too many recent es
capes from Canadian prisons, and some
public nervousness as a result. This
is understandable enong!., but what we
may be seeing now is an illustration
of how public reaction—backlash, if
you like—can produce results which
are extreme.

Ottawa has just decided that con
trols are going to be tightened up at
all prisons, seemingly with little re
gard either to the individual prison
or individual prisoner. Consider the
case of Drumheller, a minimum security
penitentiary in Alberta.

Here is a relaxed institution that
has earned one of the best escape re
cords of any federal penitentiary. Its
administrators have proved their judg
ment in selecting prisoners to trust
outside for baseball games and even
jobs.

However, some prisoners who safely
went occasionally on such outings to
play ball in a local league are now
going to be kept inside because Ottawa
is afraid of what they might do if
they made a run for it. And this in a

prison that is surrounded by uninvit
ing prairie and badlands and whose in
mates generally have only short per
iods to serve anyway. %,

r

The danger with this sort of heavy-
handed action, of course, is that the
respect and motivation Drumheller was
creating in its convicts may now dis
integrate in an atmosphere of distrust
and bitterness. And for what? The
penitentiary won't lose any fewer in
mates because of the new clampdown; it /
had an excellent record anyway. It is
just being subjected to standards re
quired at a few sloppy prisons else
where in the country.

The public is not protected simply
by locking up convicts. They're going
to be released sooner or later, and
unless their behaviour "is changed
while they're imprisoned, they ' 11
likely be lack to their old, costly
tricks once they're out. That is why
it is important that the reaction to
unfavourable prison publicity isn ' t
allowed to destroy the efforts of good
officials who seem to have made some
progress with criminals. ***

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

In October, 1972, Harold Ballard,
president of Maple Leaf Gardens, was
sentenced' in Toronto to three years in
prison for fraud and theft of $205,000.
The money was repaid.

In the same month, year, and city,
a prisoner who is now at Matsqui In
stitution was also sentenced to three
years—for joy-riding someone's Japan
ese car without permission. The car,
too, was returned safely to its owner.

Harold Ballard gets "steak twice a
week" in his "motel" at Millhaven, en
joys regular three day passes to con
duct his business outside, will prob
ably make parole in October (one year
after,sentence), and says, "I have nev
er felt guilty.tf

(See next page)
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EDITORIALS, continued

The yMatsqui Mazda menace munches
mushy macaroni in a custody -oriented
"medium" security institution, with no
hope for parole, and feels guilty as
hell.

Every penitentiary in Canada has a
reputation of one sort or another. One
that the minimum security wing at Mill-
haven has not previously earned may
have fallen on them with the arrival
of this noisome person. Are they now
going to fill the wing with stool -
pigeons?

da)
-o-o=o=!o:?b=o=o=o=os::o=o=o=o=o=o:=o=o=o=o
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WOMEN TO DO "SKIN'FRISKS"?

It was hardly a way to start off a
job—with a lawsuit and all. But Wilma"
Ruth Schneider and Bonnie Briggs want
ed to be guards at California's San
Quentin prison. Like their colleagues,
they tote revolvers and carbines, and
they'll; be expected to conduct skin
searches '.for weapons and to monitor
activities around the showers.

Some of their co-workers, if not
the inmates, think that a woman's
place is not in a man's prison. "It's
like putting starving people in front
of .a locked delicatessen," grumbles a
man serv^ftg a murder rap.

One prisoner, serving eight years.,
has a different complaint. Ms. Schnei
der looks almost exactly like his wife,
and when he sees her he is "reminded
of the fact that he may not hold- his- -
wife and demonstrate his love to her."
So he filed suit in Federal court ask
ing that the woman be removed and that
he be given $1.99 in damages.

But Ms. 'Schneider remains optimist
ic. "I'm convinced a woman can. be a
real asset here," she reasons, "and -
even make life a bit more pleasant—
if anything can be pleasant in here."

- Diane K. Shah, in The National
Observer ' """

NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS

INMATE REFUSES PAROLE

A prisoner at Washington State pen
itentiary gave notice he will turn
down an offer of parole because: "Noth
ing in my varied prison experiences has
prepared me for anything other'than hav
ing within a prison environment."

Instead of rehabilitation, he char-
ges that he has been forced "through
fear to conform to the ,unnatural and
artificial environment' of a penal
community."

"I have no intention of accepting
a parole that -neither promises nor of
fers any chance of success. If I am
to leave this prison only to return,
there is no" 'sense in my going, out
through the revolving door at all."

He added that• he would not apply
for a parole "until the administration
anql staff decide to work with me and

,assist me in preparation and develop
ment of a realistic program that will
enable me to live in a free 'community
as a constructive, contributing mem
ber. . ." • •

- Seattle Post-Intelligencer

=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0!=0=0

INMATE& G$£ CONJUGAL VISITS

Salem, Ore. (AP) - The Oregon senate I
has passed, a bill to allow conjugal-. '
visits for prisoners in the state»s
correctional institutions.

The measure would allow private !
visits for a 12-hour period once a
month for members of the 'general pris
on population.. Visitors would be mem*.
bers of the immediate family or pers
ons on the prisoner's visitor list. j
=0S50=0=O=O=0=0=0=0=O=O=O-0=0=0:=0=O=0=O \
A COLUMN WITH MYSTERIOUS ORIGINS NOW |
APPEARS BLTARPAPER. Read "The Gazebo" ;
on page 13 of this issue. Its unknown
author leaves his dispatches in secret
places in the Inmate Library, and we
haven't been able to track him down
(honestly).
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THE COMMITTEE ^s COMMISSIONER
by Larry Calvin

Mr. Paul Faguy, Commissioner of
Penitentiaries, met with the inmate
committee for 17 minutes on July 28.
Present at the meeting were the repre
sentatives from each tier in the Liv

ing Unit, members of the administratim,
Matsqui Director James Phelps, and Mr.
J. Stone, Regional Director. Mr. Phelps
introdu2ed the Commissioner, and point
ed out that there wasn't much time as

the Commissioner was expected at the
Regional Medical Centre.

Mr. Faguy made some short comments
about his travels and the purpose of
the tour. He then expressed willing
ness to hear comments and suggestions
from inmates present.

The first issue raised was the work

load of counsellors, and the resultant
delay in parole reports, etc. Mr. Fa
guy replied that he had recently
gained approval for a decrease in the
inmate-to-counsellor ratio to 35 to 1,
and that we could expect to see more
counsellors hired.

The Commissioner was asked if he

could notify all inmates, through his
assistants, several days in advance of
any future meetings, so that there
would be time for inmates to organize
their presentation.

Mr. Faguy replied thathe thought we
received such notice, and when told
that the committee had been given none,
Mr. Phelps said he was unaware of this
and would set it straight in future.

Then a question was put regarding
information on Temporary Absence pro
grammes, etc., and why the committee
did not receive more information.

Mr. Phelps replied that the dir
ectives were now available in the

Library to all residents,

-5-

Tarpaper presented a question re
garding the Commissioner^ attitude
toward making the divisicnal instruc
tions available in those areas of in

mate concern.

Mr. Faguy replied that he had con
sidered this and was opposed to the
idea, as he felt that inmates should
not have access to all information

contained in trie '^O1** series of the

instructions. He said, hcwe\-er, that
he was sympathetic to the request fcr
more information, and had instructed
his staff that all new or revised dir

ectives should contain sufficient in

terpretation and information to be
clear to the inmates.

The Commit siciier then asked about

expansion of the Living Ur.it plan, and
replied that it would be instituted in
all federal institutions as trained

staff and funds became available-

Mr. Faguy was then informed that
there were certain design failures in
this institution, such as an inadequa.ee
P.A. system and a bad noise level be
cause there were no earphones for rad
ios. He was tsked if these would be

corrected in any new facilities now in
the planning stages.

Mr. Faguy replied that his depart
ment was aware of faults in physical
plant design, and tried to corcect
them when possible. He said that many
of the problems would be solved by the
construction of smaller living units
in new facilities.

Finally, the question of conflict
between Living Unit staff, Custody
staff, and the inmate in the middle was
brought up; the Commissioner was asked
if there was any thought given to mov
ing custody completely outside the per
imeter in order to solve this problem.

(See Commissioner Visits, page 7)
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INDIAN PRISONERS WALK FOR CHARITY

On Saturday morning, July 28, mem
bers of ihe United Native Club of Mat
squi Institution will walk to Mission
and back, a distance of approximately
28 miles, thereby honouring pledges
made by institutional staff which
have now reached $400 and may go as
high as $500. The proceeds will be
presented to the Mission Native R*iend-
ship Centre for U3e in their youth
programs, drug and alcohol counselling,
and work with underprivileged persons.

When the walkers reach Mission,
they will assist the First Citizens'
Day committee in setting up booths,
arranging displays, preparing the sal
mon bake, and will also bring with
them arts and crafts items for display
and possible sale.

According to U.N.C. spokesmen, the
mini waUcatoon is the start of a pub
lic relations program which is aimed
at improving already growing community
interest in the activities of Native

people in and out of Matsqui Institu
tion. Fred Wells, Pros, of "Che club,
reports tha*o "We hope to demonstrate
that Native psople within Matsqui In
stitution are capable of becoming in
volved in worthwhile projects where
not only are v:e helpjn^ ethers, but
are also helping ^-••solves."

INMATES LEND SKILL TO BIG BROTHERS

Three inmates at Matsqui Institut
ion are building a three-wheeled mo
torcycle or trike that will be raf
fled in December of this year. Pro
ceeds will go to the group's sponsor
for this project, the Big Brothers Or
ganization, who are arranging for the
purchase of necessary items.

Louie Guenette, Jim Dunlop, and Sam
Lagana, with the cooperation of SupaT%-
visor of Vocational Training Charlie
Hardy, are working from an original
design. The machine will be a show
piece vehicle, but will also meet
the requirements of the Motor Vehicle
Branch, and can U* operated on any of

the province's highways.

Parts, such as the motor, trans
mission, and rear end, have been don
ated by local auto wreckers. Approxi
mately $600 will be spent for addit
ional chrome and accesories.

"The idea," says Louie Guenette,"is
to show people in the community that
inmctes are capable of doing something
constructive within the institution,
and at the same: time help an outside
co.imunity organization."

PLAYGROUND PROJECT GETS GREEN LIGHT

Four inmates are launched on st^JLl
another voluntary project, involving
the construction of "Adventure Play
ground" at the Abbotsford Elementnry
School.

After a two week survey of oth
er playgrounds ia the community by
the Video Tape Recording Crew (Video
West), actual work began on Monday,
JuDy 23,

The playground equipment will be
ir.ade of logs, and will include climb
ing apparatus and swings.

Perhaps because inmates involved in
the project will be allowed to use
their imagination in its construction,
no fences will be built around the

playground.

A SIMi^RFJL OF ENTERTAINMENT

"Calm Down, Mother" was urlike any
other play inmates at Matsqui had seen.
Part of a program that had originally
been staged for noon-hour performances
in downtown Vancouver, it would be in
teresting to be able to make a compar
ison in reactions of an audience of

businessmen and one of convicts to
this play. Which was the most super-
straight? (i think even the cons were
a little surprised at the dialogue.)
Yet such a play might extract differ
ent recctions each time it was present
ed, no matter v/here, for it had a kal
eidoscopic shine as it moved from the

(please turn to page 53)
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COMMISSIONER VISITS (from page 5)

Mr. Faguy began his reply, but at
this pqint Mr. Phelps pointed out that
time had run out, and apologized for
having to leave—which they then did.

•tt-JrH-

ANYONE FOR CHESS?

An outside member of. S.P.E.G.
group wishes to play chess by mail.
Send your first move to

Dave Latham
C/o: General Delivery. "'•'..'.V
PORT CO^QTOIA^>.BTC'.. __^_

•'DEADKte^JEiT ...ISSUE. \ ' '-;'

We h6pe: soon to. get back to once
a month::publication,-.Jla^erial fo^; _
the next'/is-sue pf\<TARFAFER-should .be^
,& :6urrhahUs by^u^'s^^th. < .•

-. "SHOCK PROBATION11

In : Kentucky^- some state officials
are urging-; repeal of the year-old
state law that allows release of cer
tain convicts soon-after they have had
their first "shocfc" o£ life behind
prison bars. , "Shook probation" is
based on a belief tliat.'a-convict's
first experience withp prison can be
enough to. set him straight for life.

The deputy .commissioner of correct
ions 'contends that shock probation
works'":- of 110 prisoners released under
the Kentucky law,, only ?rhaye "*>een re
turned to prison forwviolating terms^
of probationi- Recidivism '̂in the Ken- ^
tuclcy program is somewhat lower than .
it is in av, similar program ;in. Ohio,
where the ictea•'* wa^. pioiie'ered in .1966
and is generally"regarded,as success- .

But some Kentucky law-enforcement
offifeials argue that early release of
a convict is ill-advised. Says Attorn
ey General Hancock: "I'm just against
the principle of letting these damn
people loose after spending the money
and effort to get them convicted."

(National Observer)

CONVICTS ELIGIBLE FOR COMPENSATION

Prisoners in federal penitentiaries
in Ontario are eligible for benefits
under the province's Criminal Injuries
Compensation Act, the divisional court
ruled on June 25, 1973.

The court ordered Ontario's Crimin
al Injuries Compensation Board to re
consider the application by a federal
prison inmate beaten during the Kings
ton Penitentiary riot of April, 1971.

On Jan. 12 the board had dismissed
the applications by Robert James Shee-
oah of Toronto, five other inmates,
and a prison guard for compensation
for-, their injuries in the riot. The
bQard had> rule^ that the;,prison was a
federal-iericlave within Ontario &na be-*-
yok^ 'the province' s ••jurisdiction.

/"'. The inmates, contributed, to their;
owri injuries, the lpoard also held, be
cause./they were in 'prison as a • result
of their own criminal behavior.

The court -said that it doibted that
Kingston Penitentiary is totally out
side the power and "jurisdiction of
Ontario^ although federaj. authorities
are responsible for .the protection of
persons and property"within the walls
of the prison.-

The, ruling said it appeared "comp
letely -irrelevant" • that the •victim
himself 'had been guilty of criminal
behavior.

"Had the Ontario Legislature intend-,
ed to exclude federal prison inmates
from benefits under the act, "it should
•have said/so," the court said.

Sheehan, who wasHseing. held in pro
tective custody from . other prisoners

-in Kingston Penitentiary, is claiming
compensation feV .disfigurement of his
face, and pain and suffering from the
beatings, including the anxiety he
says he underwent during the four-day
riot.

(Toronto Star)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Editors,
Tarpaper*

Gentlemen:

I was very pleased to receive the
April/toy issue of "Tarpaper" in which
a very nice article appeared reporting
the concert the Vancouver Civic Concert
Band played at the institution on Kerch
28th.

I would like to say thattin Matsqui
audience was the moat appreciative end
enthusiastic we have come across for a

long time* It waa really our. pleasure
to perform for you.

Ve would like to come to Matsqui *-
gain - perhaps not too far in the fut
ure.

Ken Sotvedt, Conductor
Vancouver Civic Concert Band

BacsBaassBssscscsEss

Editor, Tarpaper

Thank you for your
your .kind words.

letter and fcr

For your information I attach a copy
of the Order in Council setting out the
terms of reference of the Correctional
Investigator. As you will see, an in
mate should generally go through ordin
ary channels first, before lodging a
complaint with the Correctional Invest
igator. A pamphlet explaining the func
tions of the Correctional Investigator
will be issued shortly and copies will
be distributed to all institutions,

Yours sincerely, *
Inger Hansen
Correctional Investigator

- 9 -
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EDITORS' NOTE:

The address of the

Office of the Correctional
Investigator is as follows:

Inger Hansen

Correctional Investigator
P.O. Box 950
Station B,
Ottawa K1P 5R1

SEE PAGE 18 FOR TERMS OF
REFERENCE FOR NEW CORRECTIONAL

INVESTIGATOR
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NATIONAL PAROLE BOARD

COMMISSION NATIONALE

DES LIBERATIONS CONDiTIONNELLES

340 Laurier Ave. T*7.,
Ottawa K1A ORl, Ontario,
June 11th, 1973.

The Editors, Tarpaper,
a/o R.T.I.,
Box 2500,
Abbotsford, B.C.

Dear Sirs:

I have enjoyed the several issues of your
publication.and my impression isthat the format and the
material are improving with each issue. It is an excellent
means of letting us know what is happening in your Institution
and what you feel are important issues in the field of
corrections. Since Members of the Parole? Board will not be
visiting Matsqui on a regular basis for the next few months
"Tarpaper" will be one of the only means of keeping up-to-
date on what is happening in B. C.

Another reason for writing is to comment on
the item titled "Parole Bored" in your "Out of Joint" column.
(April/May 1973) Our statistics on the March applicants show
the following results:

Total Parole AnDlicants1 Statistics

PAROLE BOARD • TARPAPER

43 35

2 2

2 2

on 1 1
— 9

pie 12 9

9 —

10 -

7 —

Total Interviewed

Parole Granted

Parole in Principle
Parole -for Deportation
Day Parole Granted
Day Parole in Principle
Parole Deferred
Parole Denied

Reserved Decision

The percentage of "favourable" decisions (47.2%)
compares favourably to other Panel.figures but there has been a
definite shift from granting parole outright to a trial period
of Day Parole when a plan is arranged (Day Parole in Principle),

-10-
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Your comment that those residents who earned
a Day Parole in Principle" last year are still in the
Institution, is hard to believe as an "in principle" decision
can only stay in effect for 60 days. Occasionally an extension
is required but in the majority of cases the man is soon
released. Some guys are still in the Institution or have
been returned because they could not meet the responsibilities
of day to day living outside under supervision. If you take
a look around at the numbers of residents who have been given
a chance on some form of parole you mav understand why we have
become more selective in the last year or so.

KeeP UP the good work because there is no better
way to correct some of the public's misconception of prisoners
and prison life than to read the kind of articles which have
been appearing in your publication.

Yours very truly,

B. K. Stevenson,
Board Member.

c.c: D. R. - Abbotsford

Director, Matsqui Institution

- 11 -
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HERE»S HOW: Of 76 prisoners who esc
aped from Canadian federal institution
from January to May this year,

- 28 escaped while on escorted pass
or while at an outside hospital,

- 28 jumped the fences,
- 19 broke out, and
- 1 merely walked out with the

visitors (at Collins Bay).

AND HERE'S WET: A study made by a
Texas University (Duncan and Ellis)
this year substantiates what every
convict has long known: most escapes
arise as a result of hassles that arise
within the prisons. Their report says
tbat 42.6J6 of escapes are the result
of "administrative action or inaction/
They conclude their report by saying
that "a correctional administration
which is treatment oriented and cen
tered on the welfare and rehabilitat
ion of inmates as individuals will
have far fewer escapes than will a
custody oriented and group centered
administration*

SOUNDS OF A SUNDAY MORNING. . .The
alien sound of children's laughter
woke me on a recent Sunday, and un
til I was fully roused, 1 thought I
was amid'neighborhood sounds Ifve
often awoke to before. But this was
prison, and it didn't fit at all. Fi
nally I realized it was our ^tithuQ
July First celebration here at Mats
qui, a day that prisoners dosign for
their children. The playing field
looked that day like any municipal

park: filled with people playing catch,
throwing Frisbees, lounging around, de
vouring 'dogs, chips, ice cream. The
kids' laughter continued'into the even
ing, and I stayed in my cell that night
to savour the sound some more. After
all, it happens only once a year.

COVER STORY. . .What's this? A flag
on our cover? The Art Department of
this paper is sort of an independent
bunch, and not necessarily bound to
the advice of the Editor, but we're
stuck with each other, and it seems to
work out all right. An4 so I've come
to like the cover, after staring at it
for the past week. And maybe it's not
such an anomaly that prisoners should
do a little flag waving during July.
I haven't done a head count, but the
rate of patriotism is probably as high
in here as it is outside, if that's sig
nificant. • . .but the amazing thing
about the cover is the amount of work
that the recent graduates of a Douglas
Arts course in Graphic Arts put into
its production. They slaved away'for
a solid weekend to do it, while I stood
by in awe, Sven Fast Eddy was in the
thick of it. . .

THE WALLA WALLA WAGER, . /Somebody"
should make book on how long these
two Walla Walla prisoners will stay
marooned on top of the 120-foot pri
son v;ater tower. They climbed up en
top of it on July 3rd during a sit-
down strike. Other prisoners raise
food and water to them on a line*

Warden Rhay says he'll leave them
there as long as they want—they can't
go anywhere, and he figures when the
first Nor'easter strikes, they'll come
down quick enough.

SMALL BEGINNINGS. . .It's freaky, when
you read in that book, The Family, that
Charlie Manson was deep into the trans
actional analysis bag at one point in
his life. . .

VIS UNHA FORTIOR/z^2

^-71
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THE

??t????????

I have decided to write this sheet
on the Q.T. because I feel that as long
as I keep my anonymity people wont dum
my up on ne when I come around (and
besides I don't think I would care for
a thick eye)

Since the last issue of farjU$ this
paper many things have happend in here
for instants a couple of the boys was
telling ne that they had the berrys on
and were just about ready to crack it.
In fact it was to be a winos conven
tion but as things would have it, a
hour before the big party the jugs
were knocked off—too bad gang, better
luck next time • . .the other day, dur
ing one of the ball games, the mouse
was so busy whaching the lady specta
tors that when a ball did come his way
it hit him right on his sconee BOKxl
a and would you believe he thought it
was the arrows of cupit, now he is
going around reciting poitry and tell
ing everyone that he is in love. . :. .
Hank the Yank, decided to head up into
the corner of the gym at noon hour to
get « few words of wisdom from the lHwg
and his court, I don't know just what
was said to him but he has been walk
ing around this joint for the last few
days mumbling to himself something
about still having it. . . .you all
know Joey, and how well he keeps the
grounds in the patio area, well you
might be interested in knowing that he
is also the unofficial greeter into
this place, it's said that if he greets
you cooing in then your day is made,
but if he turns his back on you wall
you just as well turn around and head
back out because you are on what is
known aswthe turn blue list. • • • The
last of the big time spenders, "Yesy
that best friend of the working girl
and I'm sure you knowvho I mean, walked

into one of the posts In front of the
lubary rubber necking one of the love-
lys and almost knocked himself out, and
at his age, you have got to whach where
you are going Albert. . .For the past
few weeks I've been whaching the fellow
they call Mr. Smooth in action and I
can tell yon therea a lesson to be Item
ed from big Jim, G. you'll always see
him gum-bootin it around* with a folder
full of what he says is official doctu-
ments so I •ve made up my mind to have
a look see, and one noon-hour I was
able to and all I found was a few blank
sheets of paper and switch now thatwhrt
I call real smooth.

Dougles College is off to a fine
start again with a class on Philosophy
and judging by the comments from the
others Plying Prank . is off SMXX and
running but once in awhile he will let
the instructor get a few words in——

You all know our'editor who is bet
ter known as Mr. Silvertongue, well.he
has been trying to find out who yours
truly is and has had his spies doing
over time, give it up you old goat Pm
just not about to be found out. . . .
come the next issue you will find my
article between I and Z encyclopedia
so until then whach out becouse I'll
be whaching you.

the fjy^

(Editor*s
Note: lour
days are
numbered,
Gazebo, and
so's your
clothing.)



jphe BxpepimGFtos
PART II ,

by'

Larry Calvin

"During the past few months,_ two patients at the
Alberta Hospital agreed to undergo this treatment
which involves brain surgery. 'One patient has
exhibited signs of change, ' said Dr. Eays. 'But
nothing is known about the outcome of the other
operation.»"1

"Three convicts recently underwent brain operations
at the California Medical Facility at Vacaville,
reportedly to make them more manageable."2

I expect that within a few months
we will see similar announcements made
regarding some prisoner somewhere in
Canada. It seems that the experiment
ers never miss a bet when it comes to
programs which have proven a failure
at some other place or time. This type
of surgery used to be called lobbtomy,
and was popular after the Second World
War. It was abandoned because it
wrecked the individuality of those so
"treated."

I had some personal experience with
a woman who had survived this ice pick
ing of the brain, and she would have
been better off, in my estimation, if
she had not survived. She was literally
without emotions. . .a cardboard cut-out
of a human being. She cared not for
her own safety, and did not, for instance,
recognize the danger involved in high
speed or stepping in front of traffic;
and she did the most* cruel things to
others, through her lack of a common
sense or understanding of emotions. She
spent most of her life in and out of
asylums.

Dr. Charles King, president of the
American Ortho Psychiatric' Association,
said, "If such experiments result in a
nation of zombies, we might ask if the
next step would be mass execution of
undesirables."

Or, how about the study conducted in
Oregon by a Dr. Carl Heller over a 20-
year period. The purpose of the re
search was to perfect a male contra
ceptive, and inmate volunteers were
paid $10 a month for sperm specimens
and $25 a month for biopsies taken
from the scrotal tissues. And at the
end of a year they got a $100 bonus!

Sounds great, doesn't it? The only
catch is that at the end of the year,
the volunteers also received a "free"
vasectomy because the doctors feared
they might produce deformed children.

* # #

1Edmonton Journal. May 2, 1973

^Ebonv magazine
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I uJorK^a at

Stanley T<m K Zoo.'

"NEW OFFICERS WILL

NOT BE REQUIRED
TO.HAVE EXPERIENCE

AS PRISON GU.hRDS..."

(Vancouver Province)

"



WOULD YOU FLEASE REPEAT THAT?

"LESS SECURITY WORK SHOULD BE REQUIRED
OF MATSQUI »S LIVING UNIT OFFICERS. •.' .«

(Vancouver Province)



•

» . . .STICKS AND

STONES MAI BREAK

MY BONES . . . "

.

WOULD YOU PLEASE REPEAT THAT?

"IF I'M GOING TO CALL AN INMATE

A SON OF A BITCH, HE CAN DO THE SAME

(Vancouver Province)

- 17 -



THE CORRECTIONAL INVESTIGATOR

TERMS OF REFERENCE

AS APPROVED BY ORDER OF COUNCIL

nThe Committee of,the Privy Council,
on..the recommendation of the Solicitor
General, advise that, pursuant to Part
II of the Inquiries Act, authority be
granted to the Solicitor General to
appoint Miss Inger Hansen, of the City
of Ottawa, as a Commissioner, to be
known as the Correctional Investigator,
to investigate, on her own initiative
or on complaint from or on behalf of
inmates as fefined in the Penitentiary
Act, and report upon problems of in
mates that come within the responsibi
lity of the Solicitor General, other
than problems raised on complaint r••

... .'i

(a) concerning, any subject matter or
condition that ceased to exist or to
be the subject of complaint more than
one year before the lodging of the.
complaint with the Commissioner, or,

(b) where the person complainings has
not,, in the opinion of the Commission
er, taken all reasonable steps to ex
haust available legal or administra -
tive remedies,

and the Commissioner need not investi
gate if

(c) the subject matter of a complaint
has previously been investigated, or

(d) in the opinion of the Commissioner,
a person complaining has no valid in
terest in the matter.

The .Committee further advise that a
Commission do issue to the said Com
missioner, and

1. that the Commissioner be appointed
for a period of one year effective
June 18, 1973;

2. that the Commissioner be paid a sal
ary within the range from time to
time authorized for a Senior Executive
2. at a rate to be fixed by the Gov
ernor in Council;

3. that the Commissioner be authorized
to engage, with the concurrence of the
Solicitor General, the services of
such experts and other persons as are
referred to in section 11 of the In
quiries Act, who shall receive such
remuneration and reimbursement as may
be approved by the Treasury Board; and

4. that the Commissioner shall submit
an annual report to the Solicitor Gen
eral regarding problems investigated
and action taken.

The Committee further advise that
authority be granted to the Solicitor
General to reappoint the said Commis
sioner for the purposes and upon the
terms and conditions set out herein
for a further period of one year."

# # # # #

*
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by L.H. Grant

"Lawbreakers made an honest profit of 500,000
pounds last year — for Britain's prison fac
tories and farms. They have been so successful
that they are to get their own sales organization
and a brand new trademark: PRINDUS. A 20,000
prison work force has built up a turnover of
ten million pounds a year. Inmates are earning
more themselves and helping to make a profit
to offset the costs of running the prisons."

* The above item appeared in an Eng
lish newspaper recently, and makes
such a great deal of economic sense,
it should be effected in Canada's pri
sons at once.

Convicts are often cited as an

indolent bunch who will expend only
minimum energy on work in the course
of a day. The accusation bears some
truth, but it is not generally true
that prisoners want it that way. Much
of that inactivity is "enforced idle
ness," simply because there are not
enough jobs to keep a large (and grow
ing) prison population busy for eight
hours a day. There's an oversupply of
prison labour, and, as a result, many
inmates are working at irrelevant jobs
or, more usually, are sitting in a
corner drinking coffee.

There is no legitimate incentive
for prisoners to put forth a work ef
fort comparable to that required out
side the walls. First of all, the pay
is lousy. A federal prisoner in Cana
da gets 85 cents a day, tops. Once at
that level, prisoners soon learn how
to fake a day's work to maintain their
"wage," because it's the end of the
line moneywise.* There is no further

^Experimental programs are underway in
some institutions such as William
Head, whereby selected inmates are re
ceiving the minimum wage. There is no
indication yet that these programs may
be extended.

-19-

incentive for promotion, and if a con
vict does take a pay drop, it's usually
a result of disciplinary action, not
because of his work habits. Again, be
cause of the surplus labour, many pri
soners are doing jobs that are not re
lated to their aptitudes or preferenc
es.

The only real incentive to work, as
Neil M. Singer1 points out, is a coer-
dive one. If you don't work at your
"job," you can end up in solitary. If
you do work well, however, your chances
for parole are a lot better, or at
least you think so.* There's an odor
of dishonesty about this sort of incen
tive, and it certainly doesn't guar
antee a reduction in the recidivism
rate.

Wages depend upon the value of the
goods or services produced. Under the

1Singer, Neil M.: "Incentives and the
Use of Prison Labour," p. 200, Crime
and Delinquency. April, 1973.

*Actually, the Parole Board depends
very little on institutional work re
ports as input on parole applications,
much to the chagrin of inmates, because
inmates feel if anyone gets to know them
while they're in the institution, it's
their work supervisors. A person can't
keep up a front all the time, especial
ly in his work habits.



THE WORKING PRISONER, continued

present system, it >i's nbt economically
feasible to .pay .convicts a higher
wage. Most prison work is essential
maintenance work—cooking, laundering,
groundskeepmig, equipment repair, etc.
There is nothing marketable, except
that penitentiaries would h-ve to con
tract these services if inmate labour
wasn't available

Many of the prisons in Canada each
supply specific items for .consumption
within the system? one makes clothing,
another nukes metal products, and so
on- Sometimes prison shops will pro
duce items for other governmental de
partments* Matsqui Institution, for
instance; has in oae post manufactured
such things as fingerprint deskc (iron
ically)* shelving for the Postal Serv
ice, picnic furniture for lands and re
creation, and seme work has been done
for the armed forces- This is actually
a form of competition with outside in
dustry, so there is precedent for put
ting inmates to work manufacturing it
ems in direct competition with private
business.

How does industry i'eel about thi3
form of competition?' Dr. Alan Saiple
of York University conducted a survey^
of senior management in two hundred
Toronto area private businesses to
find their attitudes toward a peniten
tiary industrial program and its soc
ial implications. The results are
quite encouraging.

8% thought that as many inmates as
possible •should ?be employed outsjqe
the walls.. 95% felt that inmates
should be paid more than they are now,'
with 62,5$ in favour. .of at least the
minimum wage. Almost, a half felt that
tjiey should be paid the going market
rateo

.^"Federal. Prison Industries: A Survey
of Private Senior Executives' Attit-"
udes*" Canadian Journal of Criminolofify
and Corrections. January, 1f;?3*

They generally agreed that inmates
should get-; unemployment insurance benV-
efits 'after release if they 'can't
immediately find work. (Which makes
us wonder what ever happened to the
government's proposal in May of 1971
that a program of financial aid for
ex-inmates be instituted. The then So
licitor General, Mr. Goyer, said in the
Ottawa Citizen that the program could
come into force in the fall of that
year, "Could,")

Most management people thought that
prison industry should compete with
private industry, and that their goods
could be sold en the market. 68%.felt
that private industry should be in
volved ir: prison industry in some
v. ay, such as by installing branch
plants within institutions-

On the basis of his study, Profes
sor Saipe summarizes by saying that
"Inmate-employees should be paid more
than a token wage; certainly enough to
motivate them and quite possibly the
minimum wage or more- Prison - made
goods should be allowed on the open
market *if there is negligible competi
tion with free industry, and even some
direct competition is acceptable,"

Obviously, industry (at-least, in
Toronto)* speaks well of any ideas to
improve prison industry. But there are
obstacles- Society thinks that im
prisonment should be punishment, and
work should be part of that punish
ment. As prisoners with a view to re
form," we "nope that this attitude may
changeo Another obstacle, of course,
is high unemployment, but closer study
will show that even if one half of
Canada?s penitentiary population of
8,888 is put to work by industry, the
overall effect on the employment rate
will be negligible—about 1/100 of one

•

*A seminar was held.in Vancouver re
cently, aimed at promoting more inter-..
est by private industry in the future
of ex-convicts• There was a dissappoin-
tingly small representation of indus
try at that meeting, however•>
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percent.

An even better solution, according
to Dr. Singer, is to put as many in
mates as pbssible out on work release
programs, where on the job training in
realistic work situations can best be
obtained. Unfortunately, the size of
today's prisons in comparison to the
communities in which they are located
makes this possibility difficult to
achieve, but if prisoners were shifted
to smaller urban institutions, they
could be more easily assimilated into
the work force.

The benefits of either an upgraded
prison industrial system or greater
use of work release are impressive.
-Prisoners would be able to care: for
their dependents,- -save money, .gain

.job experience and find a rung .on the
"career ladder," get an introduction
to .societal values, and a measure of
autonomy in their lives.

.The prisons would benefit by re
ducing their operating costs, for pri
soners making a decent wage would pay
board and room, and those on work re
lease would help to reduce surplus
prison labour.

Society would benefit greatly, be
cause the families of prisoners would
be taken off the welfare rolls and
•prisoners would be contributing to the
national economy by.paying taxes.

As Dr. Singer concludes, the most
significant effect would be to create
"a sense of social accountability for
prisons and the correctional process
by'exposing society to inmates and
showing that inmates can respond
to the same incentives as everyone
else." ***

DOESN'T TIME FLY
WHEN YOU'RE HAVING

PUN?
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" SHORT TrIE »

•There is a period of time toward the
. end of imprisonment when an inmate is

called a "short-timer." The term may be
applied to anyone with less than ninety

.days to go, although sometimes aprison
er may not be greeted by his fellows
with, "Hello, short-timer," until he
has less than sixty days to go. But
without question, if one has less than
thirty days left •to serve, he will
think of himself by no other name than
"short-timer."

The period of short time has specif
ic problems and anxieties peculiar to
it, missing or less apparent at other
times. On the- one hand, short time is
a relief: you know that you've got them
beat. The time is over. You've done the
bit and you're ready to go home. . .
Unfortunately, it is not quite' it.-
There remain a month or two of impris
onment: time seems to stand still.It
is quite common during these last days
to develop exaggerated fears of being
busted on some account, losing a lot of
good time, and thereby prolonging one's
imprisonment.

Whetherit is conscious or not, short
time causes serious anxieties about how
one is going to make it again on the
outside. The most common revolve around
the pressures of earning a living and
readjusting to a wife and children. If
work and family life were anywhere near
problematic before prison, they may be
unaurmountable after release. The ali
enation that prisoners feel is clear to
many. Less clearly understood is the
bitterness and alienation that occurs
within an inmate's family during its
struggle during the enforced separation.
Both the inmate and his family feel
this, and short time—provided wife and
children are still waiting—heightens
the anxieties for both.

Some men become so upset at the pro
spect of facing the streets again that

(Please see page 34)



/973_ PRISON ARTS PRIZES
The Prison Arts Foundation has

announced the winners of this years
contest, which was open to all. prison
ers in all adult correctional:institu
tions in Canada.

Norm Poole, of Matsqui Institution,
demonstrated the consistent good qual
ity of his writing by winning the top
prize of $100 in the writing division.

Each year, inmates across Canada
are invited.. to submit works which are
judged by a qualified panel of artists
and writers. Winners receive awards
to enable them, to further develop
their talents, either while still ser
ving time, through a day-rarole pro
gram, or after release.

This year Prison Arts is planning
its fourth annual exhibition of, works
by inmates, and will select about 100
entries to go on tour. For the first
time, the travelling exhibition will
be seen in the western provinces. The
exhibition will be on display in Abb
otsford under the sponsorship of the
Big Brothers on August 10, 1973, and
will be shown in the Matsqui Institu
tion on August Sth.

#100 WINNERS

Michael Pellus. Archambault Institut
ion, for oil painting of a legless man.
Eric E. Lifton. Portsmouth Centre, for
a group of 20 mounted photographs.
Norm Poole. Matsqui Institution, for
writing: "Halfway to the Factory" (an.;
account of.the author's adventures in
Oakalla Prison Farm—fictionalized).

. 150 WINNERS

Kin Kunyr Millhaven, pen and ink
drawing.
Diane Gregory. Vanier Institute, char-=
coal sketch.

Gregory L. Wilson. New Brunswick Cent
ral Reformatory, acrylic painting.
Thomas L.J. Chow. Prov. Correctional
Centre, Regina, writing award.
Kenneth Westen. Collins Bay, for a
tooled leather picture.

James F. Morgan. Collins Bay Farm Ann
ex, wood carving, $25.
Jean-Louis Therrien. Cowansville, for
an inlaid wood work; $25.
Joe Chalcupka. Warkworth, for a soap-
stone carving, $25.
E.R. Griffiths. Joyceville, for fish
ing flies, $25.
Edward T. Breland. Prov. Correctional
Centre, Prince Albert, for carved tot
em pole, $25.
Marie Gover. Maison Gomin, for a hooked
tapestry, $25.
Louis A. Levesaue. Leclerc, for a pap
ier mache world globej $25.

&10 WINNERS

Leslie H. Grant. Matsqui, W.F. Button.
Millhaven, Ron Dempsev. Dorchester,
Stuart A. Mann. Stony Mountain, Ilene
Schecter. Prison for Women, Kingston,
Beverly Whitney. Vanier Centre, Trond
Frantzen. (released1), Frank Guiney.
Joyceville, Etienne Boisioli. Collins
Bay Farm Annex, and Jim McCarthy.
Kingston Pen.

In addition, the Canadian Peniten
tiary Service chose a painting by
Michael Pellus. titled "Hands", for re
production on its Christmas cards.
This is a cash award of $100, with re
production rights.

The Ontario Ministry of Correct
ional Services chose "Loon Cycle," a
painting in primitive style by Norval
Morriseau. Thunder Bay. This is also a
cash award of $100 with reproduction
rights.

William E. Coutts Co. Ltd. awarded
three cash prizes of $200, $100, and
$50 to Norval Morriseau. Eric E. Lift-
on, and to an inmate of the Yellow-
knife Centre.

Arts and craft were judged by art
ists Harold Town and Guy Montpetit,
and by Peeter Sepp. Writings were
judged by Ron Evans, Peter Such, and
Gerald Lampert. Winning writings will
be included in the organization's ann
ual publication, "Words from Inside."
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JOHN V. FORNATERO

1920 — 1973

On May 2, John Fornatero died in a
tragic bus accident in Spain. He was
53 years old.

Mr. Fornatero was director of cor
rections for Saskatchewan's department
of welfare for five years before join-
ining the staff at TJBC in 1957.

He was a former adviser to Oakalla
Prison Farm, Brannan Lake School in
Nanaimo, Willingdon School, and also
worked as a consultant to a number of
national committees dealing with the
parole and penal system in Canada.

The staff of Tarpaper did not know
him personally, but we have read much
of his writing. It reveals the mind
of a man who had a rare understanding
of the problems of Canadian prisons
and the men who live there. In this
regard, we wish to quote him here.

* # * *• * *

"Although the prison worker's shift
of duty may differ from any other act
ivity and set of relationships with
which he is familiar, at the erd of
his eight hours he returns home. He
is free to shed the prison—its uni
que values and culture. He can dilute
the unnatural influences of the ins
titution with normalcy. He can, in
short, preserve his self image as a
normal human being in a normal socie
ty. The inmate, on the other hand,
is effectively sealed off from the
normal community of human beings out
side. He is limited to token communi
cation even with the members of his
immediate family. A dispassionate ob
server would suppose that Canadians
place very little importance upon mar
ital and parent-child relationships,
so grossly are they discouraged by pri
son practice.

"In spite of the humanitarian or
even self-interested wish on the part
of each of these populations for a

tolerable association with the other,
the fact remains that their difference
occurs at a point so crucial to the
individual's humanity that a profound
chasm of separation results. Genuine,
spontaneous, mutual respect between
inmates and officers is very rare in
deed, and should its occurrence be re
cognized, it draws the suspicion of
officers and inmates alike • . •

# •» #

"The most elementary observations
should disabuse Canadians of their
misplaced confidence in prisons as de
fences against crime. Our demand for
prison accommodation has exceeded our
prison capacity, and additional penal
facilities have been erected across
the country continuously .... The
rate of increase in prison population
has exceeded that in national popula
tion.

"The prisons do form a part of our
national community. Soon or late they
exert an influence upon the larger
community—historically it has been
one of costly disadvantage. If the
public's expectations of protection,
through the 're-forming' of people,
are to be realized, it will be essen
tial to engage first in rigorously hon
est appraisal of the effects of pri
son, and in rationally determined ap
proaches to the reorganization of the
penal system. Further tinkering will
be wasteful and irresponsible. In Can
ada, prison is a way of life in de
fiance of the basic principles of hum-
anitarianism, of reasons, and indeed of
civilization itself."

* # * # •*

(Excerpts from Crime and its Treatment
in Canada, edited by W.T. McGrath.
Macmillan, Toronto, 1965)
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SELF - MOTIVATION
by Neil McEathron

(Matsqui)
#*-•»•«•

Have you ever marvelled at the fan
tastic achievements of some people?
They are never idle. They are cons
tantly making progress. They are always
successful. What is it that these
people have or do that sets them head

"and shoulders above the crowd?

It is MOTIVATION- Not just any old
motivation, but SELF-motivation- To
give you a clearer idea of what I mean
by self-motivation, let's look at two
alternatives: FEAR-MOTIVATION and IN
CENTIVE and INCEivlTIVE-MCTIVAriOi:.

First/ fear-motivation. It is the
most primitive, • This is the "Do arf
I say, or else," type. Thir ±l what
motivated the slave galleys and the
cotton plantations. And some employers
would probably use it todr^y if" they
thought they could get away with it.
But it is very inefficient. There has
to be a continual threatening. Obvi
ously, if the one who motivates with
fear loses control, he is in trouble.

Secondly, incentive-motivation. It
is a considerable improvement over
fear motivation.- This is the, "If you
*do as I say I will pay you," At least
a person has a choice of doing or not
doing. But just because a person is
"paid to 'do something is no guarantee
that he will work willingly and do his
very best. Nor is it a guarantee that
he will not ask for may pay.

Recently, I heard a story about a
businessman who used incentive-motiva
tion; He wanted to motivate his sales
men to increase their sales. As incen
tive he offered them a $2.50 bonus for
each extra sale they made. The sales
men really liked that idea and as a
result their sales did increase. In
fact it worked, so well that, at the
next motivation meeting they were in
formed that the $2.53 bonus would re
main in effect. But this did not en

thuse the salesmen at all. HellI They
were already getting a §2.50 bonus.
Now they demanded a $3.50 bonus. They
got it. Arid, by ^olly, their sales in
creased again. At the next motivation
meeting, the businessman thought this
incentive idea was so good that he of
fered his salesmen a 04«50 bonus. Ab
out this time the company bookkeeper
took a look at the books and decided
that if the salesmen we're motivated
any more, the company would go broke.
So you see, there is a limit to incen
tive motivation. So we can see that
fear and incentive motivation leave
something to be desired.

Now, 'to return 11 SELF-MOTIV/iTION.
In self-motivation, there is nobody
whipping you or nobody holding a car
rot in front of you. YOU motivate
YOURSELF'. YOU decide where YOU want to
go a.?d YOU decide how YOU are going to
got there. liken you are self-moti
vated you are successful. Here.is the
best definition I've ever heard of suc
cess; SUCCESS IF THE PROGRESSIVE REAL
IZATION OF A WORTHWHILE PERSONAL GOAL.

This bring us to the question,
"How do I self-motivate myself?" YOU
set yourself a worthwhile personal
goal! Goal setting is the strongest
force known for self-motivation. When
we have no goal we are like a ship at
sea with no port. When the Captain
and crew have no place to go they are
lazy a^d listless. But give them a
port to head for and they perk up and
swing into action.

Once we have decided on a worth
while personal goal we must write a
plan on how to achieve that goal. Why
make a written plan? Writing crystal-
izes thought—thought motivates action.
As we are writing and -planning we are
thinking', and a man is what he thinks
about all day long. Being human, we

(Continued on page 51)
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CITIZEN ADVISORY COUNCIL
AND THE INMATE TIER REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE

A sub-committee of this council has
now. been actively involved with our
institution for the past three months.
Prior to this there was involvement,
however, it only met with inmate3 once
over a period of 18 months, as iL, was

v not felt necessary. This sub - com-
.. mittee now meets on a bi-monthly basis
with both the Administration and the
Inmate Committee, and attempts to co
ordinate views, information, etcetera.

The primary purpose of the C.A.C. is
...to enhance the communication and re
lations betweenthe institution and the
local community. It is very much ap
parent, especially to the inmates,
that such relations have been predom
inantly poor as of late. But with the
C.A.C. lies a means of changing this
unfortunate set of circumstances. The
members are of varied vocations (educ
ation, business, church, government,
medical, social work, etc.) but with a
.common desire.and hope—that the local
citizens and the inmates of Matsqui
may.live in harmony, thus allowing for
both parties to benefit<

Only a few areas of involvement have
been attempted. The reason for this
being two fold: (1) the communitymust
be informed of the prison system and
educated to the point where they can
accept the inmates as fellow human
beings whose only error was to commit
a crime (or get caught doing the same)
and (2) both the inmates and council
members involved in this endeavour are
not entirely certain- of their course
direction and. of the rate of progress
they should adhere to. Both of these
problems are ones which can be over
come through sincere effort and pa
tience.

The formation of such a committee
has given the inmates of Matsqui a
long-sought-for means of public re
lations. In conjunction with the C.A.C

BY JIM GORRIE

we are now able to participate in
speaking engagements and inform the

• public of the potential labour force
(our major resource) within their grasp.
It is felt by those of us in
volved in the planning, that suchpo-
grams will become regular ones this
irall. Once the public has become in
volved and their apprehension allev
iated, the institution will be able
to expand upon our presently curtailed
T.A, program. After all, it is public
outcry that is responsible for present
restrictions. Public opinion can work
for us, but we must make the initial
effort.

The details of such a programare
not solely the responsibility of the
committee, but that of 'every member
of the inmate population. Years of.
arbitration and politics have revealed
that the most viable group is that
which is restricted in membership.
For this reason inmates have a commit
tee to present their views, and with
whom they must cooperate in order for
the committee "to do a proper job. It
is the responsibility of inmates to
choose those most competent for the
job and also to provide them with the
necessary materials with which to work.

In closing, I would like to add that
the C.A.C. has already established
their sincerity, and it is now up to
the inmates to prove theirs. Inmates
have nothing to lose and everything to
gain by such an endeavour.

MATSCUI'S TIER REP 03MMITTEE

This type of committee, although
possessing good qualities, was subjec
ted to considerable criticism in its
initial stages. This was largely at
tributed to the fact that the Director
preferred such a form of representation
and many felt there was administrative

(See next page)
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manipulation in order to ensure that
the vote resulted in its formation.
Regardless, the Tier Rep Committee will
continue to be until the inmate popu
lation expresses a desire for change.
It has come to my attention that a
certain percentage of the inmates are
unaware of the composition of this
committee, while others are dissatis
fied with the progress it is making.
Thus, the reason for this editorial
(biased as it may seem).

Ideally, an inmate committee is a
means of providing a semblance of in
mate government within the prison;
however, this does not often appear
feasible. The structure of the Tier
Rep Committee has one obvious advan
tage, that being, it allows for the
population to be better informed as to
developments. It is a two-way street
in that you also have more reps to
relate to, and thus the administration
is made aware of more and diverse op
inions. The creation of a full-time
member (Co-ordinator) has considerably
enhanced the effectiveness of the
body. It is now possible to channel
our views and requests, receive more
prompt response, and generally, to be
recognized by those in authority.

As the views of the administration
and our committee become more in tune,
we will be able to progress to the
point where we are granted greater
responsibility and voice in decisions.
At present this will seem to many to
be unattainable, but for those ofuswho
have worked with them, we feel that
the staff are largely receptive to the
idea.

In order to ensure cooperation and
recognition from the administration we
must be careful in our choice of re
presentatives. Such people are chosen
for their ability to perform a spec
ific duty, and not simply because they
are popular. After all, popularity is

like beauty in that it is all in the
eyes of the beholder. Simply because
certain inmates find another to their
liking does not mean that the admini
stration and those whom he must deal
with will find him. to be the same.
Politics is very much dependent upon
individual personalities and for this
reason it may not be readily apparent
as to whom is the best choice. Always
besr in mind that he is your repre
sentative and that his accomplishments
are yours.

Thus far progress has been gradual
and seemingly insignificant, and just
ifiably so. Most of us were placed in
unfamiliar positions and forced to
deal with an administration which was
initially not very receptive to our
proposals, nor in fact, our existence.
They considered us figureheads, much
as the ^ueen is to Canada. Now we
find them taking heed of what we say
and often being sympathetic. However,
this is pittance—something ve must be
determined to rectify. Our purpose
(and long-range goal) is to assist in
the governing and policy making of the
society in which we presently live.
The potential is here, and only through
a collective effort may we cultivate
this potential.

(Jim Gorrie)
=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0-0

(Editors note: Jim Gorrie was re
leased on parole on July 12th. The
staff of Tarpaper were always im
pressed by the dedication he showed in
his position as Co-ordinator for the
inmate committee, and we think his ab
sence will show just how valuable he
was in this position.
=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0
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WILL ANYONE HAVING PLAYABLE

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS THEY WOULD LIKE

TO DONATE TO THE INMATES OF MATSQUI

PLEASE CONTACT TARPAPER

ALDEBSROVE

COMMUNITY SERVICES

* Job Placement

* Help to Youth
and Old Aged

* Housing

* Counselling for
Parolees/ Ex-cons

r

contact

KAREN PERSYKO

2961 272 nd. Street

Aldergrove, B.C.

(phone 856-7781)

ST. LEONARD'S SOCIETY

NOTICE

the award winning
entries wil I. be on

display for you
to view

8 au*gJst*1973
matsqui institution

auditorium

10 augu*st*1973
big brothers

fund raising show
Abbotsford, B.C.

ARTS



EDHCATiaN
MATSQUI INMATES TO GET HIGH
'SCHOOL DIPLOMAS IN EIGKMJEEK
.CRASH PROGRAM

A group of 65 Matsqui in
mates have begun a course of
preparation which will enable
them to take High School Equi
valency examinations in Sept
ember;

The course, known as Gen
eral Educational Development,
(G.E.D.) is being conducted
by three new teachers, Austin
Belix, Ms. Lynn Peden, and Guy
Parker, under the direction of
Dave Dhillon, the recently-
appointed Supervisor of Acad
emic.Training.

The students will get the
advantages of a High School
diploma by following a step-
by-step program under the
guidance of these three mod
ern pedagogues; and those
whose mathematics are weak,
may take new heart from the
fact that Ms. Peden is the
math instructress.

The same course was.con
ducted at Prince Albert Pen
itentiary, with such good re
sponse and results that it
may, we hope, turn into areg
ular feature of the Academics
Department.

One feature of the Diploma
is that it will be issued by
the Department of Education,
Victoria, and not by the Pen
itentiary Service.

The course covers all the
G.E.D. test areas: English
usage, Social Studies, Science,
Literature and Mathematics.lt
is hoped that many of the grad
uates of this course will en
rol in the first year univer
sity training that will be a-
vailable here shortly. (FC)

BASIC FRENCH

Qu'est-ce que cfest ?

Several people recently completed Douglas
College's Basic French course, conducted in
this institution.

Instruction ( and entertainment) was pro
vided by Mr. Harold Kitchen of the Douglas
faculty. As an adjunct of,the French les
sons, Mr. Kitchen provided his students with
a fascinating view of France and Europe, us
ing colour slides and brochures augmented by
his first hand experience as a member of Can
ada's diplomatic corps.

Another way Mr.. Kitchen ?.introduced his
class to the essence of life in Europe was
his generous habit of bringing with him pock
ets full of biscuits, nuts, and candies, the
consumption of which made students •realize
what makes Europe so popular to tourists.
Needless to say, it guaranteed good attend
ance at classes, too.

The classes were far from dull. Mr. Kit
chen is a formidable raconteur, and he inter
spersed his lessons with enough-"Corn from
le Kitchen" to fill a complete issue of
Tarpaper. (lq)

THE SECOND SIN

Solitary confinement- is a severe punishment
because people need other people. But people
also need to be alone. For many persons,
having to be with others is much more pain
ful than having to be alone.

* # *

Hypnosis: two people lying to each other,
each pretending to believe both his own and
his partner's lies.

•K- # *•

Conscience: made out of reasonable expecta
tions; soluble in alcohol; destroyed by bur
eaucracies .jid oth-r types of collectives.

- Thomas Szasz, The Second Sin
1973 (available in the
inmate library).
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EDUCATION
GRAPHICS

by Jack Sparkes

A few weeks ago, inmates at this
institution completed "Procedures in
Graphics Arts (Course #13-122)". This
was another of the spring term courses
offered by Douglas College and spon
sored by the Education Dept. at Mats
qui. The course was very well re -
ceived by all the inmates involved and
two of the main reasons for it3 pop
ularity were the instructors, Peggy
Cromer and Roy Bishop, of the Doug
las College Graphics Dept. Silk screen
art, which was taught by Roy, seemed
to be the most popular part of the
course. This is because the majority
of those who enrolled in the course
did so specifically for the silk screen
section. However, as it turned out,
there was a lot of inteest generated
by the Layout and Design segment of
the course, so ably presented ty Peggy
Cromer. I believe that all of the
others who completed the course will
join me in expressing our thanks to
Peggy and Roy for a job well done.

A shoit time before the end of the
course, a Graphics group was formed
within the institution by some of the
ttudents. The purpose of the group is
to enable those who participated in
the Graphics arts course to actively
continue in the field for various rea

sons.

A graphic example of some of the
group's effort is this month's cover
of Tarpaper. Thanks are due to Graph
ics group members Jim Dunlop, Robert
Preston, Barry Hilyer, Ed Gabris, and
Jack Sparkes for their effort and hard
work in producing this month's cover.
The group also wishes to thank Glen
Cross, Related Training Instructor,
for his support and assistance in ac
quiring supplies and facilities.

COLLEGE zi

INMATES STUDY OPERATION OF LEGITIMATE
BUSINESS

by
John Sheffield

Several inmates recently completed
a 13-week Small Business Administ
ration course, which was conducted by
Douglas College in cooperation with the
Canadian Penitentiary Service.

Mr. Creighton, our instructor, did
an able job in injecting humour and
simplicity into what is essentially a
complex and un-funny subject. In the
short time he spent with us, he cover
ed a large amount of territory, enab
ling us to obtain a good general know
ledge of the basics of operating a
small business. He also related many
anecdotes showing just how ruthless
and unscrupulous some businessmen can
be and are. As well, Mr.' Creighton
demonstrated quite graphically what
value truly free enterprise is to an
economy.

Mr. Hallam, on loan to Douglas Col
lege, from the Industrial Develop
ment Bank, gave us four weeks of in
tensive coverage of many financial
does and don'ts. As a bonus he also
gave us a pithy explanation why most
government organizations, particularly
the Canadian Penitentiary Service,
should be considered hierarchies, and
not bureaucracies.

Chuck Cook, of CJOR fame, gave us
a two-week wrap up of the high points
of business related law, contracts and
law suits.

All in all, it was an excellent
course, and was much appreciated by
the participants.
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WAS JACK THE RIPPER THE FIRST SOCIAL WORKER?

by Felonious Convictus

Queen Victoria, the Widow of Windsor
was, in 1888T nearing her Golden Jub
ilee when "Saucy Jack11, as he was lat
er to call himself, began his series of
indiscretions in the Whitechapel area
of London's east end»

Whitechapel was a slum of slums, and
would make today's Detroit and Chicago
ghettos seem delightful by comparison.

Scotland Yard, embarrassed and fumb
ling, failed to capture Jack and this
moved the students of Oxford and Camb
ridge to travel to London and set up
street patrols to protect the people
of Whitechapel, particularly the pro
stitutes, who were Jack's exclusive
targets.

These young men of wealth and gentle
birth were appalled at the conditions
they encountered in Dean Street, Mitre
Square, and around the Ten Bells Pub
in Commercial St. the social cen
tre of the neighborhood.

Since Jacky Boy was never apprehend
ed, although he did send letters to
Scotland Yard after several of his es
capades in which he proved his auth
enticity as Jack the Ripper by mention
ing details that only the murderer
could have known; many stories and
speculations have grown up around his
reign of terror, not the least intrig
uing of which is the hypotheses that,
like the student patrols, he too, was
shocked at the conditions in White

chapel, and by some twisted and desp
erate action of mind, decided to sac
rifice the lives of a half-dozen or so

alcholic and very run - down ladies of
the night, in order to focus world
attention on the living conditions in
an area not much more than a mile from

the very heart of the empire upon
which the sun never s et•

Whether Jack had social reform in

mind or not, that is what he accomp
lished. After the murders ceased as

mysteriously as they had begun(coin-
cidently with the suicide of a young
man of good family whose chambers were
nearby) a plethora of social reforms
were implemented, including the first
slum clearance project of modern times.

Among the Cambridge student patrol
was a young chap who never forgot the
plight of the people of Whitechapel,
and he later became a professor and
helped to establish the first school
of social work in Britain, and was its
first professor.

Although Saucy Jack was never caught
he set the spark that has now become
the raging inferno of the scholarly
discipline and modern profession of
social work.
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Difldar awoke from the tfeep*
•leap aa the craft entered the 12
light year limit which marked the
planetary boundary of hia hotze
planet in the altair-4 region.
He gazed thoughtfully cat of tte
viewport and reflected upon hie
career and what effect his report
would have upon hia future assign-
Bents. A dark gloom pervaded hia
soul as he sat down to re-read
the short draft of hia report
which he had prepared as the basis
for a more lengthy and in-depth
paper which he intended to read
before tbs Grand Council of Space
Social Workers;

REPORT OF SOCIAL STRUCTURES MAEJ-
TJUMZD CM SOL-3 (F.AKEH) M THB
SEVENTH QUADRANT, CO-ORDINATES:
3.U16... x 2.71820 ... confined
to linear, quadratic, and cubic
dimensions.

Caseworkers Christopher Klindar
(MSSW), Master of Spaced Social
Work.

Assignment t To investigate and
report upon the feasibility of
Galactic Federation membership
for the planet Earth.

JRote: In compliance with Galactic
Federation Directive No. 1-4-9-16

raniTAJ

* *

all references to this planet and
its life forms are made in its
own language and terms of refer
ence for geography, time dist
ance, etc.

I «ade planet-fall at 1314 hrs
on the third day of the year 1973
near 49° N. Latitude and t23# W.
Longitude, and immediately adopt
ed my disguise, which, as •prev
iously arranged, was a small pur
ple else of lysergic acid deithy-
amide. I was instantly recog
nised and consumed with great
alacrity by the human being known
by the Earth name of Harold
Mercer.

After some difficulty and dis
orientation within the alien an
atomy, I found my way to the brain
although for a brief time I had
despaired of finding it. I then
connected myself to his brain in
the usual way, and began to exam
ine his life and his view of the
world.

It is at this point at which Z
fear that if I am not most emph
atic and cogent, my credibility
may be compromised. Readers are
here reminded of my degree (MSSW)
and of my vast experience.

(See next page)
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SPACE ODDITY, Continued

The mind of this man was in a
wild and chaotic state of con
fusion, which made it very diffi
cult to find the memory banks and
it required all of my experience
to sort out the truths and the
fictions which were superimposed
in such prolixity that very nearly
defied belief.

This man, Harold Mercer, re
sides in a little concrete room
in a large building containing
some 500 little concrete rooms;
the building is surrounded by a
large concrete wall and is hea
vily guarded by many men in blue
suits. Mr. Mercer is confined in
his little concrete room fortwo
thirds of each Earth day, or six
teen hours. He never gets beyond
the wall. I get the clear imp
ression that such confinement of
this species of life is exceeding
ly unhealthy and most unpleasant.

The memory banks indicate
that Harold has arrived in his
present situation as a result of
the following incident:

He stepped into a little ve
hicle which had been manufactured
by a race of shorter life-forms
with yellowish-bronze skin upon
an island on the other side of

this planet (Just how this vehicle
managed to cross the large ocean
known as Pacific is a matter out
side the scope of this report and
would require the despatch of an
analytical space economist if
this information is required). He
then drove this vehicle about the
city, stopping to pick up other
humans who signalled with their
thumbs that they too would lik e
to ride around in the oriental
vehicle. A large and official-
looking vehicle with white doors

and a red, rotating beacon flash
ing angrily on its roof gave chase
and captured the oriental vehicle
carrying Harold. Then, two very
loud and aggressive life - forms
forced Harold into their vehicle.
(Note: Harold's memory banks are
so confused and misprogrammed he
thinks of these life-forms in the
official-looking vehicle as pigs.
The dictionaries of Earth clearly
state that a pig is a quadraped
life-form maintained for the con
sumption of this carniverous race.
It is not known how he comes to
think of these men as pigs. It is
my view that these men are the
vague counterpart of our Dwarks,
on Altair-4.)

Harold was then transported
to a public temple with many ben
ches, and a large and pompous hu
man sat at a truly huge bench,
which dwarfed the other furniture
in the temple. This large life-
form is filed in Harold memory
banks under several headings:
The Beak, The Old Bastard, The
Silly Ass, The Judge, etc. I have
the impression that the officials
in this temple are followers of
some arcane philosophy or religion
as they all wear black robes and
bow obsequiously to the larger
life-form known as the Beak, etc.
etc.

The Beak then ordered that be

cause Harold had operated the or
iental vehicle without the con

sent of the owner (apparently these
life-fcrms still cling to the anc
ient concept of ownership), Harold
must go to the concrete room until
the planet has orbited its sun 3
times.

Much searching in Harold's
(See next page)
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SPACE ODDITY (Continued)

memory banks has permitted me to
sort out the fact that going to
the concrete room for a period of
solar orbits, the number of which
is determined at random by the Old
Beak, is a wierd form of retribu
tive justice in which two groups of
men simultaneously punish and help
him. The Bulls (Harold's word-
he seems to have a great deal of
difficulty distinguishing between
food animals and certain classes
of humans) wear blue .suits and do
their very best to make Harold's
life difficult; the 'Ologists wear
casual attire and do their best
to help him. The Bulls seem to
dislike the 'Ologists, and in turn
are a great source of irritation
to the 'Ologists.

The attempts to implement this
curious paradox of simultaneous
punishment and .reformation lead,
inevitably, to a clash between the
'Ologists and the Bulls, each of
whom is fully prepared to sacrif
ice Harold and his problems in or
der to get control, of the walled
building, and the policies which
guide its use.

Harold's dailylife is filled
with mind-destroying stimuli in
that he is expected to react con-
trarily to the natural instincts
of the human race. He is expected
to be servile and attentive to
men whom he does not respect. He
is rewarded- for irrational behav
iour and punished for normal re
sponses. He is, under these biz
arre and unnatural circumstances,
told that he must "change his
life-style."

His mind bends and reels out
of control when he tries to devel
op a course of action which will
lead to his changing while contin
uously being subjected to stimuli
to which he is expected to respond
in an unnatural way.

He is told that the number
of orbits in the concrete room may
be reduced by the 'Ologists if he
succeeds in convincing them that
he has changed.

Harold's insoluble dilemma is
that he must convince the mad
men that he has indeed achieved
the unbelievable task of adjusting
to what is expected of him in his
normal environment while in a sev
erely, abnormal environment. His
only ray <of hope in his attempts
to convince the 'Ologists that he
has done this impossible thing is
for him to practice deceit. He
has observed •that many other men
in concrete rooms succeed in re
ducing their assigned orbits by
feigning rapport with 'Ologists
and flattering them so outrageous
ly that even the severest of them
thinks that a social adjustment
has been made and that in some
strange way the credit for this
should accrue to him, the Ulogist.

Now, here is the most stun
ning irrationality of all. These
'Ologists have been very thorough
ly trained at their universities
in the mechanics of cause and
effect. They know very well
that a man who has achieved an
ability to respond positively to
negative stimuli would be either
genuinely insane or a very cun
ning liar and actor. Yet they
carry on with this vaudeville
largely because they have develop
ed the weird and strangely accep
table habit of self-deceit, in
which they simultaneously sublim
ate truth and feign belief in the
impossible with faith in the via
bility of an irrational system of
false values by which they hope
to rise to higher levels of auth
ority, where, once they have ar
rived, they have lost so much of

(See next page)
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SPACE ODDITY (Concluded)

their original view of truth,
which, in Harold's eyes, has been
dropped in favour of the self-
deceit that leads to promotion,
and somehow they actually begin
to believe that they have been
honest. . .

Klindar paused in his reading
to gaze out at his home world as
it began to loom large in the
viewport. His tiny space ship
began its programmed speed redu
cing orbits preparatory to land
ing.

He has been a deep-space soc
ial worker for nearly fifty of
his seventy five allotted work
ing units. It would take all of
his. remaining twenty-five uni
versal time-units to sort out
the incredible system that pre
vailed on Earth. It would mean
having to drop his whole galactic
case-load, turning it over to
younger workers. It would mean
leaving his whole career behind,
giving up his chance to become
Supervisor of an entire Solar
System, and perhaps, finally, a
Galaxy (not to mention the hand
some pension that would follow).

He slowly reached out a ten
tacle and picked up the report
he had not finished reading, then
allowed it to waft slowly down
ward into the waste disposal unit.

Inserting a new page in the
ellipsoidal multilanguage type
writer, he began to transfer his
thoughts to script:

"THERE IS NO BASIS FOR CONSID
ERATION OF THIS PLANET FOR FEDER
ATION MEMBERSHIP. THERE ARE SOME

ELEMENTARY TRACES OF INTELLIGENCE
IN THE INDIGENOUS LIFE-FORMS, BUT
AT THIS TIME THERE IS NO TRACE OF

ANY VIABLE

EVER. THE NATIVES SHOW NO SIGNS OF
HAVING THE ELEMENTARY ETHICAL
DRIVES WHICH COULD EVOLVE INTO A
CIVILIZATION. IT IS RECOMMENDED
THAT THIS PLANET BE AVOIDED AND
NOTED /IS A POTENTIAL DANGER TO
THE FEDERATION, IF, IN THE UNLIKE
LY EVENT THAT THEY MATURE ENOUGH TO
DEVEIDP A DEEP-SPACE PROPULSION UNIT.

Respectfully submitted

SOCIAL STRUCTURE WHAT-

Christopher Klindar
Master of Spaced Social
Work

Klindar was, after all, a dedi
cated social worker. . .but not
TRVJT dedicated. He knew a hopeless
case when he saw one.

fSHORT TIME (continued from page 21)

-: they seem to deliberately get into
I trouble either immediately before re-
| lease or shortly thereafter. Inmates
: like this strike us as the ostensible
I "successes" of the penal system, as
|that system is constituted to function.
IEveryone in prison is humiliated and
I made into dependent beings. Those who
| finally become so demoralized as to be
| unable to deal with their freedom for
I more than a few months at a time (be-
|tween bits) must make many prison ad-
[ ministrators and employeees feel com-
j plete satisfaction at the thought that
f their jobs are secure.

\ - Howard Levy, M.D. and
l David Miller (Going to Jail.
I 1971)

I =0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=

\ HAS THE GAZEBO BEEN WATCHING YOU?
\ SEE PAGE 13
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LEARNING, TO THINK
by Gordon 0. Smith (Ex-prisoner)

7th in a series.

The subconscious is ., that part of
the memory which is not on the level
of active awareness at any given
moment•

Sufficient experimental data is
available to definitely indicate even
trivial data is not really forgotten,
it becomes "lost" and is not readily
available to memory recall. With suf
ficient well-directed concentration,
this data can usually be brought to
the level of consciousness.

Sometimes, in moments of stress,
actions which were deemed to have been

forgotten are performed without con
scious volition. These include mech
anical movement, reflexes, either eva
sive or aggressive, and mental acts
of spontaneous response where the re
membering and the ensuing action are
so closely joined in sequence as to
seem to be completely automatic. This
speeding up in crisis situations or
emergencies can be consciously devel
oped, as in the case of sports, boxing
or korate, as examples.

The same speeding up on the mental
level is normal with developing con
centration.

Concentration is merely giving your
undivided attention to whatever you
are considering. In the elementary
stages it is described as the dif
ference between attention and inatten
tion. As we gradually develop the
knack of giving our undivided atten
tion to whatever it is we are doing,
we develop the abilityto concentrate.
A lazy mind- will not develop this ab-
ility just as lazy muscles will not
develop any real athletic ability. So
you see, the way to develop the power
of concentration is to practice each
day for a few minutes at a timeat
first, and then to gradually increase

the time and amount of undivided at
tention you apply to anything.

As it is with any other kind of de
veloping ability, if you attempt to do
too much at first, and expect.too much
at first, you may become frustrated by
the seeming lack of success, and de
cide you cannot succeed in the attempt
— so you quit trying.

Developing mental power is no dif
ferent at all than developing physical
power, both must be taken gradually,
and as one's ability increases, the
rate of development can follow at no
increase in effort, above the normal
increase that gradually developing ef-.
fort requires. As an example, running
ability, when developed gradually,
will not result in sore muscles, and
after a slight warming up.period, run
ning is not apt to be hard on the
muscles. A person in good condition
and a person .in poor condition are
much different after a run, depending
on respective conditions. It is no
more realistic to expect a well con
ditioned response from lazy muscles.
In this case, lazy is used in the con
text of unconditioned.

The subconscious is essentially un
critical, tending to accept literally
whatever is tendered.

It is through conscious discrimin
ation that we wean data by past ex
perience of like nature, and the result
will impact on the subconscious and
become part of memory data.

One may wonder what happens when the
data used (the past experience) is not
correct. In that case, the past data
is unrealistic in nature, and the re
sulting weaned data, conforming with
that unrealistic data, is distorted.
How can reality be distorted? Look
around you for the immediate examples

(See next page)
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LEARNING TO THINK (continued)

of the many which exist indaily life,
and you will begin to understand what
is meant here. Some of these examples
may be interpretation of what you hear,
distortion, of fact as you understand is
compared to what you hear reported of
that fact. Some examples are, it's
breezy, it's windy, it's calm, all
descriptions of existing weather. He
is kind, he is cruel, he is psychotic,
the conditions under which he lives
are psychotic. Which of the examples
would you accept as the reality cor
rectly describing the condition, and
which would another accept to describe
the identical condition-? It depends
on conditioning, and broadening your
experience on the third party level,
which will .enable you to wean data
without the emotional involvement which
colours the thinking of the naive
and the sophisticated alike when the
emotions are involved. Even the psych
ologist is not;, immune to the effects
of frustration when emotion is involved
and colours his reasoning.

.The more gullible,or naive one is,
the easier; it is to have one sub
consciously accept improper or in
correct data. This is especially so
with children who have not learned
discrimination.

The same thing happens to adults as
they move into fields o.. spheres of
influence which foreign to past ex
perience .

Once such data is subconsciously
accepted, a definite counter-influence
is required to negate it. Thp -~*x
feasible method is usually an eytf.-m-
ation of the error, together with a
reasoned explanation of correct or
most availably correct procedure, with
consistant repetition spaced to accum
ulate the impact.

An indication that previously ac
cepted data is not correct and is open
to revision will set up the subcon
scious to be amenable to such revisions.

(To be continued in our next edition)

A PIONEER
PROGRAM

SELECTED PRISONERS WILL FLY TO THE BUSH

In the lost few days there. has been-
an excellent new program created by
the Solicitor General's Department and
the Forestry Service. This program'
will take ten inmates from Matsqui on
day parole and fly them in to a remote
area of the province to work on a bush
slashing and clearing gang.

The project was announced at noon
one day last week, and by two p.m.
150 inmates had applied to go. This •
program is a positive step, and it is
significant that all those who thought
they had any chance of clearance made
application. They would get paid, but
they still faced hard work, and those
applications indicate that hard work in
the woods,:iwith their hands, is what
many prisoners have been waiting for.

We hope that serious thought will
be given to... expanding thi3 program to
take in all those willing and able to
go. There are many possibilities to .
this type of thinking—all of them
good. Russia opened its north with
prisoner communities, and Australia,
New Zealand, and even Canada were ;
helped on their way by prisoners ship
ped out from England. Why not "deport."
some of us from the population centers
and let us develop and build our own
communities—maybe we could even take
our families with us, and hence, off
the welfare rolls.

This program would take some time
to set up, but as a beginning, why not
use more of these slash gangs, or even
train men.here in Matsqui Institution-
to handle firefighting equipment; then
there would be a pool of trained men
which, could be flown from nearby Ab
botsford airport, to anywhere in the pro
vince to fight fires, **#
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From "The New Republic" - April 8, 1972

the paradox of prison reform

PLANNING FOR PUBLIC SAFETY
(This is the final instal
ment of a series by Robert Martinson,
New York sociologist who is co-author
of The Effectiveness of Correctional

Treatment.)

Treatment for offenders (and crime)
has dominated our policy for a hundred
years. It arose from a democratic im
pulse—the lowly convict could be re
deemed. For a time, the institutions
that embodied this impulse were sub
ject to reform, but gradually they
dropped out of the orbit of popular
concern. And while treatment or corr

ections lagged?, an agrarian nation was
becoming a highly industrialized state,
and after World War II, a wof*Ld power.

Today, corrections is a self-cont
ained bureaucracy subject to declining
vision, inmate revolt, and popular
discontent. As the incidence of crime
has increased and the potential victim
of crime has become more restive, a
widespread "fear of crime" has sur
faced. It *has been exploited by polit
icians' who offer little 'but denuncia
tions and is partially intertwined
with racial tensions. The fear, howev
er,' is genuine. Offenders—disciplined
by# the regime of the indeterminate
sentence -and taunted by promises of
rehabilitation have brought their
suffering into the open, only to be
cruelly used.

'No solution is possible which does
not submit ftie correctional systems to
democratic control through agencies
that have the power and resources 'to
introduce change. To work successfully
planning agencies must gain public
support. But a new principle is re
quired before the public will finally
overthrow the myth of treatment, and

the controversy between the 'punitive"
hard-liners and their '• bleeding-heart"
treatment opponents needs clarificat
ion if that new 'principle is to come
to the fore.' "*'

Contrary to what we hear, for the

hard-liners punishment is not the goal
of the post-adjudicatory system. The
goal is deterrence—individual and
general deterrence—and the hard-lin
ers assert that punishment is the ap-

l propriate means to this goal. They de-
\ mand that the threat (of punishment)
I contained in every penal statute be
: carried out promptly, so that everyone
l will be assured that it is a credible
i threat: to legally convict and then
= punish an offender will "deter" him
| from further offending; it will also
f "deter" potential offenders from com-
Imitting crime. The spokesmen for
f treatment, on the other hand, believe
f the goal should be rehabilitation and
I that treatment is the means to this
i goal* Do they believe that successful
e rehabilitation of an offender will have

| a chilling effect on potential offend-
\ ers? No effect? The treatment argument
j is obscure at this point primarily be-
:• cause treatment of offenders must go •
Son within a punitive context—unless
': we decide to abolish the penal statute
: and reward offenders.
I «

l These two classical positions are
fnot opoosites. Each advocates a diff»
i erent mix of punishment and treatment.
{The hard-liners wish to strengthen the
§ capacity of the state to strike fear
| into the hearts of potential offenders
|in order to;; maintain public order.
}Treatment .is. primarily concerned with
Ichanging the convicted offender into a
\ law-abiding person. Both positions
| claim to uprotect the public."

§ Must we phoose between the two? Not
\ if we shift attention from the offend-
)er (and the state) to the public and
[ especially to the victim. The proxim-'
\ ate goal of crime control policy as a
jwhole (not merely corrections) would
|then be: maximum protection to the
•: public balanced against minimum harm
;to the offender.

(Continued)
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PUBLIC SAFETY continued

Both factions will oppose this for
mulation since it places the victim at-
the centre of public policy. Treatment
spokesmen seldom mention the victim
except warn that he may overthrow our
system of justice in his thirst for
vengeance. Hard-liners claim that the
offense against the victim is "really"
an offense against the-state and that
the victim's legitimate feelings of
revenge are reconciled through legal
punishment. I suggest it should be the
aim of public policy to protect the
public and to inhibit vengefulness by
compensating the victim for the fail
ure of the state to provide protection.
Revenge wells up when the victim feels
the state abandoned him; he has no
place to turn for help. Then 'fear of
crime" is magnified out of all propor
tion to risk. Folk-justice is vengeful
and subject to intolerable injustice,
because the only gain is the momentary
alleviation of feelings.

The maintenance of order in society
takes place at the expense of a very
small number of those who commit off*
enses, - (About two percent of violent
crime and 0.5 percent of property
crime ends in conviction and imprison
ment. . .) gut convicted offenders
are harmed no matter with what eare
they are handled. A proper aim of pub*
lie policy is to discover ways to re
duce this harm to a minimum compatible
with public safety.

i

%

t
•\

•Everyone suspects that'we are
now getting minimum protection for the
public and maximum harm to the offend
er. To move beyond suspicion to know
ledge requires research that combines
the analytical skills of the economist,
the jurisprudence of legal advocacy,

the sociology of the life span, and
the analysis of system. Centers and
institutes combining such skills •
could aid planning agencies in evalua
ting programs, allocating public funds,'
and undertaking basic crime research.
To combine "organizational intelligence"
and public disquiet to produce substan
tial change in criminal justice syst
ems is.ultimately, a.political problem.

There are four maj or solutions cur
rently advocated: 1) decriminalization
(reducing or abolishing penalties for
certain behavior); 2) operational eff
iciency (reducing irrationality by im
proving ageney functioning); 3) diver
sion (shifting offenders from confine
ment to other parts of corrections or
to the community); 4) crime prevention.

These ''solutions" refloat different '
estimates of the need for change, and
different sriteria for determining
when success has been achieved. Let us
look at each from the standpoint of
the victim or potential victim.

Decriminalization asks the- publif
to tolerate more deviant behavior and
cpase using the law to enforce moral
eonformity, it assumes lack of consen
sus in such areas as abortion, sexual
behavior, drugs, vagraney, public
drunkenness, prostitution, obscenity,
and so forth and simply removes the
behavior from the penal codes and re-»
duces penalties. People who live in •
high rise' apartments with doormen^ or
in well-to-do suburbs may find this a -;
cheap solution. Persons in small towns
or from rural backgrounds may find it
shocking. Many of those required to
tolerate the behavior—urban dwellers,
ghetto inhabitants, small ausiness
people—refuse to make nice distinct
ions. Unless decriminalization is
combined with concrete protection ag»
ainst the most feared crimes—robbery,
burglary, purse snatching, mugging-
it will be a "solution" achieved, at
the expense of the public.

Some progress might be made through
.increasing the operational efficiency
of existing agencies, especially the

(Continued....) '
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PUBLIC SAFETY. continued

police, but only if they are regarded
as parts of a larger "system" whose
boundaries are not arbitrarily fixed
to deal with "symptoms" and ignore
"causes." The potential victim in pre
cinct A is not enthusiastic if it
turns out that increased police effic
iency in precinct B has chased tho of
fender into his backyard. Displacement
of crijne is part of the larger problem
of deterrence. Five centuries of phil
osophical discussion ought to have pre
pared us to find out something about
it. What kinds of activity, under
what conditions, and with what amounts
of public resources will inhibit what
kinds of offenses? in tho absence of
knowledge, planning agencies succumb
to bureaucratic incrementalism: as
Congress appropriates funds each crim
inal justice agency is given its added
share.

to minimize such interference and max-
, imize help, especially if the treat-
; ment myth (smaller caseloads) contin

ues to dominate public policy. Will a
• spectacular planned reduction in the
• median length of stay in. . . prisons
. ...be accom -anied by a real increase
[ in help to these released offenders
:- (through job training, placement serv-
{ ices, parole income, free psychiatric
•; help, if requested), or will the phil-
'• oso ,hy of pinch-penny provide the pub-
; lie with neither short-run nor long-
; run protection? If deprivation of lib-
: erty as a punishment is becoming out-
: moded, it is not simply that incarcer-
• ation is damaging but that liberty is
f no longer so precious to large numbers
i as it once was. Liberty is most pree»
\ ious when it is most useful. To offer
I offenders a hollow freedom is mockery,
I although they may prefer it to prison.

A new strategy of diversion ("div
ert" offenders from confinement to
community supervision) is growing am
ong correctional insiders. This policy
advocates bail reform, work release,
weekend jail lockup, local supervision
—any device that will reduce the con
tact between offender and the correct
ional system. Assuming that prison is
always more damaging than probation or
parole, diversion will reduce long-
term criminal career costs. The poten
tial victim wishes to know, however,
whether this long-term saving is ach
ieved by an increase in the probabili
ty of his being victimized. If he is
given the facts, he may be willing to
trade-off a short-term increase in
risk for a less criminalistic society
in the long run.

The strategy of diversion is not a
panacea. All "contact" with the crim
inal justice system is not equally dam
aging to all offenders. I have argued
that corrections cannot correct to the
degree that its efforts—however well
motivated—interfere with "life cycle
progress" (the schedule of moves by
which a person becomes a productive
citizen). It is doubtful that probat
ion or parole supervision are designed

i Finally, there is crime prevention.
-- All the parts of criminal justice are
{ in the public realm except the most
Iimportant "part"—the social process
I that generates the criminal behavior
i and influences the police to select
Iout the tiny number of persons to
j''process'* from the mass of crime. The
(kinds of intervention covered over by
|the term "prevention" differ profoundly.

I .. .Crime prevention — the inter-
|vention into social conditions immedi-
-: ately associated with crime—is still
ja slogan and a hope. Yet, if it is the
?lack of social opportunity in an aff-
|luent society rather than the brutali-
tty of prison which is responsible for
|soaring crime rates, crime prevention
jis the core of a solution. By removing
)offenders from society the prison dam-

(Continued )
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PUBLIC SAFETY . . .concluded

ages their capacity to take advantage
of opportunities even* if they were
provided. If the planning perspective
is to prosper, it must distinguish
sharply between programs to stop the
breeding Of "potential'' offenders and
programs to expand opportunity'in a
democratic society. . .

To repeat, the * focus of social
planning is the potential victim,' not
the offender. Social planning •.•ill not
hesitate to properly allocate resourc
es devoted to crime control. It will
not hesitate to introduce radical
changes in the present administration
of justice aimed at reducing to a min
imum the long-run damage done to conv
icted offenders. It will' do this open
ly, through; pragmatic experimentation,
seeking to convince the public through
experience that more deviant behavior
can be tolerated, that a gradual red
uction in crime is worth taking immed
iate risks for. But it will insist
that risk must be shared equally through
a national scheme for the compensation
of victims. And, it will not taunt the
convicted offender with promises of
"treatment." instead, it will squeeze
the fat and the "rackets" out of cor
rections, and gradually close the
noisome prisons.

Let me end with a coda. The long
history of "prison reform-' is over. On
the whole the prisons have played out
their allotted role. They cannot be
reformed and must > gradually torn
down. But let us give up the comfort
ing myth that the remaining facilities
(and they will be prisons) can be
changed into hospitals. Prisons will
be small and humane, anything else is

treason to the human spirit. We shall
be cleansed of the foreign element of
forced treatment with its totalitarian
overtones. Officials will no longer be
asked to do what they cannot do; they
would be relieved of the temptation to
do what should not be done: further
utilize the iron pressure-chamber of
prison life to change the offender.

Crime arises from social causes and
can be controlled and reduced (but not
eliminated) through social action. The
myth of correctional treatment is now
the main obstacle to progress; it has
become the last line of defense of the
prison system; it prevents the sound
use of resources to balance public
protection and inmate rights; and it
diverts energy away from the defend
ing democracy through widening oppor
tunity, it is time to awake from the
dream,

(CONCLUSION)

THE LOSS OF PRIVACY: INSTITUTIONAL LIFE

Hospitals, prisons, military bar
racks, and live,- in schools of all
kinds deprive their inhabitants of
privacy- This is part of the policy
of those delegated to run such estab
lishments, because in unprivateness
there is maximum opportunity to con
trol behavior, to produce conformity
to assigned roles. Where there is no
privacy, there is no or little indivi
duality. It is in such Ipublic" plac
es that Sartre's saying ("Hell is oth
er people.") takes on the most meaning.
Authoritarian characters who feel lost
without external sources ofcontrol and
guidance seek institutions that de
prive them of privacy, because with
privacy comes the awakening of freedom
and its attendant responsibilites to
direct one's own life. But for sen
tient, growing persons, institutional
life is hellish.

- Sidney M. Jourard
The Transparent Self (1971)
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OLD BIZ.L
//

by Les Grant

Old Bill Prest is here at Matsqui
Institution hospital now, because he
doesn't get around as well as he used
to'26-jjrears ago when he began his.life
sentence. He was only 47 then, and in
pretty good, shape despite his previous
25 years behind bars, much of which
was spent on jobs like breaking stones
in the Stone Shed.

"It was the.best job you could get,
said Bill. "You'd sit on a wooden
plank side by side and hammer rocks to
dust. . .but you'd get an extra slice
of bread for being on an outside gang."

•Those were the days of the legend
ary Silent System, .'when you were for
bidden to talk to anyone except for an
hour in the morning and an hour in the
afternoon.

••*

, "But then all them religious nuts
complained that they couldn't say
their"prayers with all the talkin', so.
they cut out the morning period—bron
co bastards," he scowled.

Bill, 'was enjoying the. opportunity
to. talfc about the old days. I expect
ed'bitterness from this man who had
spent a total of 51 years behind;bars
in some of Canada's toughest prisons—
Burwash,; St. Vincent de Paul, and
Kingston, Instead, I found a man with
a good Irish sense of humour to match
his roly-poly appearance.

Bill had a stroke a few years ago,
and net's bothered 'with arthritis,' so
he spends a lot of time in bed, where
I found hak'the day of this interview.
Other prisoners take care of Bill. . .
Sully, experienced as a hospital ord
erly, bathes and shaves him. Fred or
Danny also keep him company and take
him for daily .tours of the.institution
when tjie1 weather' s good, Bill 'dressed
in his: red kimono, an old straw hat
planted squarely on his round red head.

If he passes a guard on his tour,
he might ask, "HeyJ which way to the
beer parlour?" But he won't have much

to do with guards, even today.

"You never ran across a good sorew
in the old days," Bill told me, talking
about the 1920's and 30's now. " They
were all farmers. That's why we had
numbers. The Warden would teach them
how to write numbers, because they ne
ver would learn how to spell a name."

Guards earned $75 a month then, and
paid $5 a month pension.

The Wardens and Superintendents
were all ex-Imperial Army types, "I
seen fifteen different wardens, and
never a good one yet. . iand the Sup
erintendents was just the same." '

He remembers some of their names.-
"Long-nosed Tucker" and Puze the Pol-
ack, at St. Vincent. And J.C. Pomfret,
"a no-good son of a bitch." If you
got out of line in those days, you hit
the hole, where you were handcuffed
from morning until 4 P.M. Or you might
get fifteen strokes of the irap.

Bill.was in Kingston at the age of
17. "The screws'didn't talk to you
in those days," he said. " They just
shot youI" and he told me how a colored
man was gunned down in his cell for re
fusing an order to come out.

The doctors in those days also stay
in Old Bill's mind. One was "an old
doubled-over dope addict" who used to
give convict's aspirin for everything.
"I'd like to have been by that old
croaker's death bed to ask him if I
could get him an aspirin to help him
out of his misery," Bill said with, a
twinkle in his eye.

The dental facilities., were also
bad. "An ordinary screw used to be
the dentist. He could have been out
shoveUin' shit the day before. . .the
next day he's the dentist. . .1 don't
know how many jaws they broke. If they
took the wrong tooth, they'd say,

(See next page)
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OLD BILL. continued

'Well,
coming

didn't you make a mistake by
io prison? Well, we can make

mistakes, too.'"

They'Used to preach a lot in that
way. '"If you'd leave people's proper
ty alone,/you wouldn't be here." Ob
viously, that kind of treatment didn't
work on Old Bill.

Unthinking, I strayed from the "code"
by asking. Old Bill what he was doing
time for. nAXe you an old bank robber,
Bill?"

His answer implied good-naturedly
that it was none of my damned business.
"Something like that. Don't matter,
it's all the same. I got life, any
way."

Bill and I lit smokes, and then
I asked "him about recreation* He
scoffed; "You got thirty minutes be
fore work:and thirty minutes after,
and they told you to get the rest of
your exercise going to and from work.
We used to have to walk one behind the
other, in a line."

It was a big day when baseball was
first allowed in prison. The staff
were wonted that the cons would
start chasing the screws with the! bats.

There were no playing cards, and,
of coursej no radios. Prisoners never
knew the NHL hockey scores, and "The
screws would never tell you."

I asked him about tobacco. "We

never gotsmokin' until 1937. We were
talking about it for five years before
that. • Then we got a smoke after
breakfast and supper. The screws would
come by with a candle and light us up."

But you couldn't smoke at work.
Once/ a guard grabbed old Bill in the
Stone House and accused him of smoking.
Bill brushed his hand away and was
charged with attempting to hit him.
"Don't tell me my officers would lie,"
the Warden said, and off went Old Bill
to the hole again. _ /2-

I asked him about the food. "The

food :is as good now as it was then,"
he replied. I got his point.

Escapes from inside the pens were
rare in those days, but Bill remem
bers when Red Ryan and four other cons
went over the wall in 1921 or 1922/
They used a rope and a makeshift lad
der, and a shack was set on fire as a
diversion and smokescreen. "They fired
all three of the screws on that side,
including old Lightnin' Myers."

Bill chuckled again when I asked him
if there was a Canteen in those days.
"Hell, no. We used to make molasses
candy in our cells. I'd smuggle ir.
wood shavings in my shirt, then scr-.
out the toilet bowl real good, pour
the shavings into it, and fill a metal
plate with molasses. All the smoke
was sucked out the pipe. That was a
real treat in those days, that candy."

We got back to the present. How
about parole/ He was told the last
time he asked for one that they needed
more information on him. I wondered,,
fifty years in prison,, and they don't
have enough information on him?

So he doesn't ask anymore, " I
guess they figure I've got half my
time in, now I can do the other halfT"

He's 71 now. I wondered where they'd
put Old Bill on the outside. He'd be
lost. And he wouldn't get treated as
well as he does here in Matsqui Instit-
ion by other prisoners.

He has something else to look for
ward to. Old Bill loves animals, so
some of the prisoners and staff are
trying to get the red tape cleared. so
he can be taken down the highway to
visit the Animal Farm..

Bill thinks that will be just all
right, after only 26 continuous years
in prison. "Hell," he said, "therets
another fellow over at Mountain Prison

who's been in for 34 years I"

# # # «•
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Institution

CANADIAN PENITENTIARIES

RECIDIVIST RATES
*8t£ES=»wl97Q •— ., .. .... ..._._

(From Hansard, July 4, 1973)

Other Than

ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

DORCHESTER

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL

KINGSTON

STONY MOUNTAIN

SASKATCHEWAN PEN.

DRUMHELL2R

B.C. PENITENTIARY

First Commitment First Commitment

33.3# 66.7#

24.6 75.4

29.7 70.3

15.5 24.5

2S.5 71.5

14.6 S5.4

24.8 75*2

16.9 S3.1

AVERAGE 22.3$ 77.7$

Note: ..«.

1. The numbers shown under "First Commitment" column represent
individuals entering a penal institution for their first
time. Those listed under "Other Than First Commitment"
represent inmates who have previously served one or more
periods of incarceration in a reformatory, gaol, or federal
penitentiary, or have served sentences in two or more of
the three types of penal institution.

2. Of the 4>391 inmates admitted to the various federal
receiving institutions during 1970, 1,967 or 45 per cent
had previously been incarcerated one or more times in a
federal penal institution.
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THE PUBLIC SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT MATSQUI INSTITUTION'S TEMPORARY ABSENCE PROGRAM and

MATSOJI INSTITUTION'S EFFECT ON THE MATSQUI-SUMAS-ABBOTSFORD AREA

.* In March, 1973, Social Worker Eva
Gromnica, at the request of the Mats-
qui-Sumas-Abbotsford Community Serv
ices and the UBC Prison Project, in
terviewed a number of people in the
community in order to learn the types
of questions people have regarding the
Temporary Absence Program. The staff
and inmates of Matsqui Institution
prepared answers to the resulting list
of questions.

Tarpaper will publish these answers
beginning with this issue.

=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0

1. WHAT ARE THE PREREQUISITES FOR
TEMPORARY ABSENCES TO BE GRANTED?

At Matsqui Institution, the follow
ing prerequisites must be met:

(a) The inmate must have completed at
least one-fifth of his sentence, or in
the case of life sentences, at least
three years.
(b) The inmate must have served at
least 90 days of his sentence in Mats-
[Ui Institution.

c) The inmate must have demonstrated
by his conduct, industry, and active
participation in the Training Program
that he has a sincere desire for self-
improvement.

(d) The community assessment must in
dicate that the inmate's family and
other contacts in the community will
have a positive influence upon him.
(e) The inmate will not violate the
rules of the temporary absence and
does not represent an undue risk to
the community.
(f) The temporary absence will serve
a medical, humanitarian, or rehabili
tative purpose.

I

2. WHY ARE TEMPORARY ABSENCE PASSES
SO POORLY APPLIED?

In the first five months of 1973,
2,022 temporary absences were granted
at Matsqui Institution to 147 inmates.
There were only five violations of the
conditions of temporary absence invol
ving failure to return from the ab
sence. With the exception of being un
lawfully at large, no charge has been
made against an inmate on temporary
absence this year.

This is a very low failure rate,
especially in relation to the many
benefits of the temporary absence pro
gram. The program permits inmates' to
retain their marital and family re
lationships, to utilize community 're
habilitation facilities, to participate
in socially-desirable activities, and
to obtain employment prior to release.

3. WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TEMP
ORARY ABSENCE WHILE HE IS OUT ON
WORKING PASS? IS HE SUPERVISED?

An inmate at large on a temporary
absence is the responsibility of the
Canadian Penitentiary Service. The po
lice are advised of every inmate gran
ted a temporary absence. Durihg the
hours of work, the inmate is under the
supervision of his employer. The Inst
itutional representatives consult with
the employer frequently in order to be
certain that the objectives of the
temporary absence are met and that the
conditions of the temporary absence
are followed. Any evidence of improper
behavior leadsto immediate termination
of the privilege of temporary absence.

(Continued, next page)
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4. ARE THE OUTSIDE CONNECTIONS OF
TEMPORARY ABSENCES SCREENED?

Before a temporary absence is
granted, a community assessment is
generally completed by the National
Parole Service. This includes inter
views with members of the inmate's
family, prospective employers, and
other relevant people. Before the in
mate will be permitted to contact mem
bers of the community by release on a
temporary absence, the Director of the
Institution must be convinced that the
persons in the community will be a
positive influence on the inmate's be
havior.

5. HOW MUCH ARE TEMPORARY ABSENCES
PAID FOR THEIR WORK?

The salary of the inmate depends
on his vocational skills and the type
of employment obtained. Some inmates
do voluntary work for rosial agencies
and assist with projects. Others work
for private companies and receive the
same wages as other employees in the
organization.

6. HOW MUCH ARE WORKING INMATES COM
PETITORS OF THE NORMAL CITIZEN ON
THE LABOUR MARKET?

Only approximately fifteen inmates
leave Matsqui Institution daily to
work. Of these, approximately six work
in. the M.S. A. area, while the remaind
er work in other cities in B.C., such
as Vancouver. This number of inmates
would not significantly affect the
competition in the labour market, but
provides the inmates with opportunity
to develop occupational skills and so
cial responsibility.

7. IS IT THE ROLE OF A COMMUNITY TO
PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT FOR THE INMATE?

Rehabilitation of offenders is not
possible without the support and in
volvement of the community. The ex-
offender requires the same opportunity

as other ^itisens to obtain employment
and earn sufficient money to support
himself and his family. The opportun
ity to locate and enter employment
prior to release from the Institution
greatly enhances the offender's chances
of living a law-abiding existence in
the future,

8. HOW MUCH VOLUNTEER WORK IS DONE BY
THE INMATES FOR THE COMMUNITY?

The inmates of Matsqui Institution
have made a significant contribution
to the quality of life in the surround
ing community through temporary absen
ces and day parole. Ihey have assisted
church c--anizations to remodel build
ings and improve camp facilities, act
ed as referees for lacrosse and soft-
ball, worked as volunteers with retar
ded people, and provided social sep-
vices at M.S.A. Community Services, An
inmate Video Tape Crew has recorded
the Ghilliwack-Abbotsford 'Coppertone'
hockey series, a local figure-skating
demonstration, the Miss Abbotsford
Contest, the Tatto-j and Band Concert,
and other corciunity events, all of
which are shown cr?r Channel 3 M.S.A.
Cablevir.ion for the interest of the
public. Other inmates on temporary ab
sences have lectured at local schools
on zhe negative aspects of drug abuse,
in order tc reduce the problems with
the non-medical use of drugs in the
local communities. Finally, a number
of innates are building an 'Adventure
Playground' at Sheffield School for
the enjoyment of the young people in
our community.

9- HOW DOES A TEMPORARY ABSENCE
SPEND HIS TIME AFTER HE HAS FIN
ISHED WORK AND HIS PASS EXPIRES?

Upon completion of work, the in
mate must return directly to the Ins
titution. He may then participate in
the self-development programs or re
creational programs of the institution.
In certain cases, inmates are allowed
to visit their families upon comple
tion of the work day in order to main
tain important family relationships.

(Continued....;
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10. IF A TEMPORARY ABSENCE PASS 13 A

'REWARD, WHY "DO PEOPLE WHO HAVE
BROKEN THE LAW GET A PASS?

To meet the criteria of the Peni

tentiary Act, a temporary absence must
serve a rehabilitative, humanitarian,
or medical purpose. The temporary ab
sence is a device to reduce the harm

of separating an individual from the
community, which involves the loss of
employment and the disruption of rela-
tionships with family and friends.
Temporary absences also permit inmates
to participate in rehabilitative; acti
vities in the community, including at
tendance at meetings of the 7th Step
Society, Alcoholics Anonymous, and
other self-help organizations. Tempor
ary absences are. also used to permit
inmates to develop new relationships
with law-abiding individuals under the
M-2 Program.

11. ON WHICH LEVEL IS THE INFORMATION

FOR THE PUBLIC WITHHELD: AT THE

MSA COMMUNITY SERVICES OR AT THE

MATSQUI INSTITUTION?

When an inmate is granted temporary
absence, the police are advised of the
date, time, and destination of the in
mate granted temporary absence. An In
stitutional representative contacts
the members of the community who will
be involved with the inmate during the
temporary absence. On the rare occas
ions when inmates fail to return to

the Institution following the termina
tion of the temporary absence, the
police are notified that the inmate is
unlawfully at large. Records are main
tained at Matsqui Institution on all
inmates granted temporary absences and
on all violations. From time to time

this information is released through
the news media to advise the public of
the present operations of. the temporary
absence program.

A Citizen Advisory Committee has
been created under the Chairmanship of
Bill Borman to facilitate communicat

ions between the Administrators of

Matsqui Institution and the citizens
in the communities surrounding the
Institution.

12. HOW DOES THE COMMUNITY REACT TO •

PRISON PROJECTS AND TEMPOR/iRY AB

SENCES IN MATSQUI?

The members of the communities in

British Columbia are generally satis
fied with the projects and programs
that are successful. Approximately 200
citizens involved in the socialization
programs and the Citizen Advisory Com
mittee assist with the development and
implementation of programs. However,
occasionally an inmate fails to return
from a temporary absence or violates
the law during a temporary absence, to
the annoyance of the citizens. Fortun
ately, such violations are rare.

13. WHAT EFFECTS DOES THE DRUG OFF

ENDER HAVE ON THE COMMUNITY VISES
HE IS OUT WORKING?

A drug offender, or any other ofr
fender, has a beneficial effect on the
community when he is out working. He
becomes productive, supports himself
and his family, pays taxes, and gener
ally contributes to the economic
and social development of the communi
ty.

14* WHAT EFFECT WILL THE FAMILIES OF
DRUG OFFENDERS HAVE WHO MOVE INTO

THE COMMUNITY? SHOULD THEY BE

ALLOWED TO MOVE INTO THE COMMUN

ITY? WHO PAYS FOR THE LIVELIHOOD
OF THE FAMILIES?

As the families of the drug offen
ders have committed no crime, they
should be permitted to live anywhere
they choose. Some of these families
are self supporting, while others re
ceive Social Assistance from the gov
ernment. If a family is incapable of
self support, Social Assistance is
provided wherever the family lives.
Only through the rehabilitation of the
offender will he be able to return to
his family and provide financial sup-

(See next page)
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port of the family. Very few families
of-inmates live in the MSA area.

14.;•*.. WHY ...IS ABBOTSFORD'" PAYING FOR THE
*"" REHABILITATION PROGRAMS OF JJATSQUI

WHEN THEY HAVE HIGHLY-PAID AND

,::_. TRAINED STAfF ON HAND?

Matsqui Institution, including the'.....
rehabilitation programs, is entirely
funded by the federal government.
There is no cost to Abbotsford.

15. .WHAT EFFECTS DOES THE PROXIMITY
OF MATSQUI INSTITUTION HAVE ON
:REAL ESTATE VALUES?

As,the,land value in-the Matsqui-
Abbotsford area has increased substan
tially since^the establishment of Mat
squi. Institution, it may be, concluded
.that the presence of Matsqui,.Institut
ion has little effect on real estate

values. Approximately 150 staff from
Matsqui".' Institution live in the area
andcontribute to the general economic
wellbeing of the community. Their de
mand for housing would be expected to
suppoit the value of real estate. ' ,,...

16. WHY ARE TAXES SO HIGH IN THIS
COMMUNITY WHEN.KEY" HAVE.TO ACOM-

,-'.'" ODATE A PKISON? 'V,.

The taxes in the Matsqui-Abbotsford
area are comparable to those in ,other
communities of similar size. The staff
employed in the Institution, who are
residing in the Matsqui-Abbotsford
area, contribute to property taxes and
support the economy of the community
through expenditure of their salaries•

17. DOES MATSQUI INSTITUTION HAVE TAX
CUTS, AND HOW GREAT ARE THESE TAX
CUTS?

The. Institution propertyis.assessed
yearly by an assessor from the. Matsqui
Municipality and a representative of

the Municipal Grant Section of the
Revenue Department. In 1972, a grant
"of $142,000 was made to the Matsqui
Municipality by the federal government.

18. HOW MANY MATSQUI STAFF

LIVE IN ABBOTSFORD?

MEMBERS

Of the total staff establishment of

250, approximately 155 staff members
presently reside in- the Abbotsford-
.Matsqui area. Another 22 iive in Mis
sion,'^ in Chilliwack, .and 24 in
Langley.

19; HOW LARGE IS THE MATSQUI PAY ROLL
CIRCULATING IN ABBOTSFORD?

The Matsqui Institution pay roll is
approximately two. and one-half million
dollars per year. Based on the number
of staff, living, in" the Matsqui-Abbots-
ford area, the pay roll circulating in
this area is approximately 1.5 million
dollars per year. '•-'•: ^'.'•';•'

•• ' • •(, •*•''

20. 'HOW MUCH EMPLOYMENT IS CRATED BY
THE MATSQUI INSTITUTION AHfD ITS
PAYROLL?

Matsqui Institution; provides em
ployment, idirectly for approximately
250 citizens; .In addition^ expendi
tures for goods and services required
by the Institution would create employ
ment for citizens. Finally, the expen
diture of $1,500,000 in salary by
staff in the community would create
substantial'.employment.

=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=6=0=0=0

The next issue of Tarpaper

will continue with answers
to more of the questions
raised through.Eva Gromnica's
survey. These will deal with
parole as compared to temporary
absence, and eventually will.
cover Matsqui Institution's policies,
programs, and costs.

=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=0=p=o=o=o=p=o=o=o=c
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I am responsible ...
When anyone, anywhere,
reaches out for help,
I want the hand of AA
always to be there,
and for that, I am
responsible.

One point which usually needs to be
explained is why prisoners who have no
access (hypothetically) to alcohol
have any need of AA while they are in
prison. The answer, of course, is that
the AA program is far more than absti
nence from alcohol. AA h&- been de
scribed as "A new way of life" and its
success in prison groups shows that
this program can help the alcoholic
prisoner prepare for a sober and con
tented life after his release.

This does not mean that AA preaches
or lays down any law3 about living. It
bears repeating here that AA has but
one primary purpose: Sobriety. In pri
son or out, it is for those who are
really serious about wanting to be
sober. •AA offers no favors from the
outside, and no advantages on the in
side. AA is for sobriety and AA of
fers only sobriety.

Alcoholics Anonymous has been call
ed a program of action, of personal
participation. Actually it is more.
It' s a program of deep personal involoe-
ent — a sense of you belonging to AA,

and, just as strongly, a sense of AA
belonging to you.

The power that AA seems to exert
doesn't come from somebody explaining
it, but rather from personal particip
ation and hcving it happen to you,
first hand.

I began my sentence in 1966, and I
have'been iri many different federal
prisons since that time. Never have I
been involved in an institutional AA
group where both the outside and in-

By
Grant L.,
Chairman,
Patio Grcup

side members show so much care, con
cern, compassion, and inspiration for
each other's sobriety and their desire
for a new way of life, as do the mem
bers—both inside and outside—here. I
feel very privileged to be a small
part of the internal workings of this
group.

We of the Patio Group feel that
most of the thanks for-the group's suc
cess has to go to our outside sponsor,
J^rry M., who so unselfishly gives
freely of his time, effort, and ex
pense to assure that we have plenty of
outside speakers each week. We also
want to thank each of the other per
sons who have become personal friends
of the group, supplying transportatian
etc., when it'o required.

It is not unusual to have 30 or 35
outside members in attendance on Wed
nesday nights. At our round-up in
March ie were fortunate enough to have
over 100 outside guests...the largest
attendance at any institutional AA
meeting in B.C., perhaps the largest
in Canada. People of different ages
from different backgrounds, and from
different walks of life. Some ex-pris
oners, some never having been in jail
overnight. Some from skid row; some
never having lost as much as a day's
work.

These people are all an invaluable
source of free information pertinent
to our sobriety. It is hard to deny
that which is tangible. AA is tang
ible. The outside members are real
people, their sobriety living proof
that aA does work. (See next page)
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Toe vitality of .any AA group is re
lated to its "Twelfth Step" activity,
twelfth step activity means working
with other alcoholics and, on this
point, it may seem that a prison group
is at a disadvantage, However, exp
erience shows that in a prison of any
siro, there is never a shortage of
•t-rospects for AA membership. In this
regard, however, the prison group mem
ber has to know something of AA's
traa.Ltion of "attraction" rather than
promotion.. AA Cries not to recruit.
By stifling our urge to reform other
drunks and quietly going abour our
business of AA, we seem to attract,
more now members than by tryin to
convert them..

Every--alcoholic has a personality
problem. He drinks to escape from
life, to counteract a feeling of lone -
linoss or inferiority, or because., of-
some emotional conflict within him
self, so that he cannot adjure him-
3olf to life. His alcoholism is a
symptom of his personality disorder.
An alcoholic cannot stop drinking un
less he finds a way to solve his per
sonality problcrm. That's why going en
the wagon doesn't solve anything. This
is why doing ten or more years in pri
son does not expel the obsession to
drink and enable the sufferer to be
come happily and usefully whole. The
desire to escape rether than cooe. and.,
conform ±3.still prevalent.

In Aa an alcoholic finds a way to
solve his •personality problem. "He
does this by recovering three things.
First he-recovers his personal, in
tegrity. He pulls "himself together. He
gets honest with himself and with-
other people,. He faces himself and
his problems honestly,, insteed of run
ning away. Ho takes a personal_jin -
ventory or himself- (4th- Step) to see
where he really stands. Then he faces
the facts instead.of making excuses for.
himself,

Second, an alcoholic•recovers. his
faith in a power greater than him
self (2nd step). He admits that he
is helpless, by himself and he -calls

on ch'+ higVr power for help,

Third, an alcoholic recovers his
proper relationships with other peo
ple. He thinks less about himself
and more about others. He tries to
help other alcoholics (12th Step). He
maker new friends so that he is no
longer lonely. Ho tries to live a
life of ser/ice instead of selfish
ness, All his relationships with
other people are improved. He solves
his personality problem by recovering
his personal integrity, his faith -in a
higher power, and his \ay of fellow
ship arid'service to others.

Have you ever heard the saying,
^Know-Thyself? How true. Because on-e
you-knoK .yourself, there is no limit

^to what you can do. Just because you
""havebailed a few times is no reason
to give up-and start feeling sorry for
yourself. Do you think champions win

•—the-very first' time they compete? You
know-they don't, They keep on trying

.... and they lose- many times before they
.Anally win. But they do winI Why?
Because they.don't feel sorry for them
selves and give up. Instead, they try
harder. So why don't you stop feeling

-sorry for yourself and realize---that
you. only have one life to live and it
is a very short life, and if you are
not happy with the kind-of life you're
..living, there is only one person on
this--earth who can change it. YouI
No. one-else, But if you are happy
with the miserable life you are making
for-yourself and for those who love
you, then go right on feeling sorry
for-yourself, bec~use sooner or later,
those who do-•feel-sorry for you,WCNlT!

On the other-hand,, if you want what
~-_wa.have--and are willing to go to any

lengths to get it, you-will Jfind. the
door-of AA_always -open.

Every day, I feel a little more-use-
^ful^-more hap/y and more free. Life,
... including some ups and downs, is a-J_ot
of fun. I am part of AA which is a
way*-oi'"life. If I had not become.„an.

...active alcoholic •and joined AA> I
might never have found.my--own identity

-•50-
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SELF-MOTIVATION (from page 24)

tend to forget rather easily but if we
have a written plan we can always re
fer to it. Re-reading our plans helps
us to maintain, our enthusiasm and it
helps us to spot any flaws in our
plans.

Whatever we vividly imagine, ar
dently desire, sincerely believe, and
enthusiastically act upon will inevi
tably come to pass.

Here is an outline for a written
plan to help you achieve any goal:

1. My goal. I/here am I going?

2. Where do I stand now in relation to
my goal?

3. What are the obstacles and road
blocks I will encounter?

4« What are the solutions to these
obstacles and roadblocks?

5. What is the target date I am shoot
ing for?

6. What are the benefits and rewards I
will enjoy as I strive for ray goal
and when I finally achieve it?

7. Keep a record of progress I am
making.

8. Aid to visualization (pictures, or
anything else that might help you
to visualize your goal.

With a well written .and thought
out plan, our enthusiasm will have no
bounds, because we can see where we
are going and how we are going to get
there.

Goal setting is the essence of mo
tivation, the most powerful self-mot
ivator. SELF-MOTIVATION is YOU, plan
ning for YOURSELF, going where YOU
want to go. SO GET PLANNING AND GET
GOING!

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (from page 50)

or became a part of anything. I am
grateful to AA for my sobriety, which
means so much to my family and friends
because AA was able to do something
for me that I was unable to do for my
self,

- Grant L.

Chairman, AA Patio Group
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

FLASKBACK

Before the days of university classes,
vocational training, Transcendental Med
itation, Transactional Analysis, etc.,
and,when convicts were locked up eight
een hours a day, nothing was available
in the way of helping.old George ful
fill his ambition to learn to play the
piano. This crafty old convict got a-
round this by making a piano keyboard *
out of cardboard, and would spend hours
practicing in his cell in B.C. Pen's
East Wing. He would run through the
silent scales and do his silent finger
exercises daily. The strains of his
favorite tunes would resound silently
in his mind as he ran his fingers over
the mute instrument.

Nov; and then someone would call out
for a "special request tune," which
would be followed by several minutes of
polite silence while the "tune" was
rendered by George—complete with suit
able finger flourishes and foot pedal
movements. Then this: would be followed
by a burst of enthusiastic applause
from the two hundred men in the cell-
block, (fc)
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

"What a life," grounched one of the
guards as he dealt. "No fights, no
drugs, no escapes, no stabbings. If it
stays this quiet, they'll reduce the
staff."

"Rest easy," said the CX6, raising
the pot.,;Things will break soon. You've
got to have faith in human nature."

*- * -g- *- #
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Day of Joy

I have heard/the colors contained in/

the .

summer's song,

and seen/the sound that can be/heard

in

the winter long.

Fall and spring/enter marriage/to give

one

the best of each,

just to live/and LOVE/as Lam,

places

all things

within my reach.

(A day of awareness, a day of joy)
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N E W S . . .from page 6

earthy to the humourous and back.
i

The play was a series of cameos in
volving three women, magnificently
playe4 by Martha Beckman, Anna Hagen,
and Pia ShandeH. All were dressed in
identical long red gowns (that all
wore very well), and as the trio moved
fTom an exhortion on life's frustrat
ion for women to a segment involving
three bitchy hookers, the gowns seemed
to change with the.characters.

The play was remarkable in. another
way: a lot of stage movement was
required, and it was obvious that the
women had worked hard on the choreo

graphy.

The audience here loved it, and .
they showed it. To reciprocate, the
girls consented to talk informally
with the prisoners afterward—and the
moths moved to the light. (LG)

FREE WHKKT.TN* JAZZ

Is jazz on its way back? Stan Getz
says it's been kicked around a lot and
has had to take a back seat now and
then to simpler music like swing, boo
gie woogie, and rock and roll, but he
adds, "It hasn't been knocked out.
It'll never be knocked out. I think
it's coming back now. • .there's more
excitement since the (Newport) jazz
festival."

There was certainly a lot of ex
citement during our own jazz concert
on July 24, when Tony Antoine brought
Gaviri Walker and Expansion to the in
stitution. This is a fine ensemble
that works at the Nucleus, an after
hour jazz club in downtown Vancouver,
and its youthful members are Gavin on
sax alto and flute, Brian Harrison on
electric bass, Bob Murphy, electric
piano, and Jim Chivers on drums.

Their versatility was beautifully
demonstrated in compositions by John
Coltrane and Herbie Mann, and in some
of their own original work. Each

-53-

was also an energetic and imagina
tive soloist.

Matsqui1s own Mike Kennedy was
asked to sit in on drums for a set,
and although he complained he was
"cold," there's no doubt he can
hold his own with a group like this.

The show was preceded and foll
owed by Shannon Graham, singing to
her own guitar accompaniment. She
spoke of love, and sang with crystal
clarity in a nicely modulated voice.
Opinion: as good as Baez, and should
attain much success. And she's pret
ty, which helps.

The show was a high charged ev
ent right up to the mo.ient we were
kicked out of the auditorium for

the infernal count. And then, the
letdown to go back to the cellblock
and hear the commercial pap on to
day's AM.station.

* # # *

"Calm Down, Mother" was the
first in a series of programs organ
ised by Tony Lorraine through a* grant
he has been given specifically to
bring entertainment and other cul
tural events to prisons in the Lower
Mainland. The play has been follow
ed by slide presentations and dis
cussion groups, the visit of the
jazz group, Expansion, and' he prom
ises soon to bring Mandrake the
Magician to befuddle us (more.).

TARPAPER

APOLOGIZES

FOR BEING LATE

1/ITH THIS ISSUE.

THERE IS NO

EXCUSE. . .



SPORTS SHORTS. by Reg Smart

JULY FIRST

FIELD DAY RESULTS

100-Yard Dash

1-John Martin

2-0.J. Simpson
3-Wayne Werner

Mile Run

1-John Martin

2-Ritchie Stewart

3-Rick Bee

High Jump

1-Dwayne Calvert
2-Don McBride

3-Neil Lyman

Shot Bit

1-Dwayne Calvert
2-Mike Depeyre
3-Chris Williams

Pole Vault .

1-Paul Cloutier

2-Don Kenneally
3-Henry McBryan

Broad Jump

1-Don McBride

2-Pete Holyk
3-Ron Goombes

Obstacle Course

1-Chris Williams

2-Pete Holyk
3- Rose

4x110 RELAY

1-John Martin

O.J. Simpson
Ray Dubois
Pete Holyk

Old Han's High Jump

1-Mike Tekano

2-Art Dwyer
3-Larry Proulx

ATHLETE OF THE DAY

JOHN MARTIN

The Matsqui soccer team lost but one game all year
in resnalar season play—a •6-5 loss to Cultus Lake.
On the other side of the sheet, the Matsqui boys
were handicapped because of the pass situation, and
the big guns from Matsqui didn't make the tournament
in which Cultus Lake beat Matsqui three-zip in the
finals. But Matsqui received the league cup. Con
gratulations to our team for their good effort in
the past season. . .Exhibition soccer games are
still being played almost every Sunday here in the
institution. . .Fastball is now underway, with the
same problem—the home team is stronger than the
one fielded for outside games. After eight games,
Matsqui managed to remain in first place, but began
to slide after that, and is now in third place in
the Mission District Softball League. The team's
chances were damaged when Ron Coombes, our ace pitch
er, left us along with a couple of other releases
like McRadu and Hill. And the team's little fire
ball, The Mouse, is out of.action for a while after
over-extending himself on the recent walkathon to
Mission. "Fun games" are played regularly within
the institution, with pick up teams of persons who
don't play on outside teams. The local United Native
Club hasn't lost a game inside the institution. . .
30 Non-Status Indian boys from Sardis, about 14 years
of age, played an exhibition game. . .Matsquite Don
Nelson, playing for Myers of the Abbotsford league
in an invitational tournament at the First Citizens'

Day at Mission last weekend, won another trophy for
his outstanding play (as pitcher). . .Field lacrosse
will begin inside the institution next week. It's
the first time that this popular'game will have been
played in any federal institution in B.C. All the
equipment, including regulation goals, has been re
ceived, and after a few practice sessions, an attempt
will be made to arrange exhibition games with outside
teams. The children of prisoners and their wives were
treated to a lot of sporting events last July First,
including races, a mixed ball game with cons, and
in tennis. It was a good day for all.

WE WOULD LIKE TO ESTABLISH MORE CONTACT WITH PEOPLE

IN THEFREE COMMUNITY WHO' ARE INTERESTED IN PLAYING
ANY SPORT ON A VISITING BASIS, SINGLE OR TEAM EFFORTS.
IT WOULD DO MUCH TO BOOST MORALE AND INTEREST IN HERE,
AND WILL PROMOTE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF PRISONERS.

CALL. MR. CARL TURNER OR MR. TWEED DA0UST AT 859-4841 >
extension 234, WHO ARE OUR SUPERVISORS OF RECREATION.

SOFTBALL BADMINTON

TENNIS VOLLEYBALL

LACROSSE ETC.
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H'A T E

It moves through man, in leaps and bounds,
Smothering laughter, and all gay sounds.
It hides in crevasses, and cracks withinj
Ignorant of peace, and its right to win.

Men have held it, since the beginning of time,
Snuffing out lives, with no reason nor rhyme.
Bubbling and boiling, causing so much pain;
It shows us losses which we can't regain.

Mountains of grief, build up so high,
As moments of anguish go swiftly by.
Angry young men scurry to and fro,
Not knowing why, or where next to go.

It's in every country, about this earth,
And always has been, since Mary gave birth.
Will we ever forget which we did create:
This violent passion known as hate?

THE

POETS'
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- David Artus
(Matsqui Institution)
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. .WORLD WIND. .

The world is spinning

round and round

what

a

sound;

hear the up,

hear the down;

turn round

and

round

and round*

Feel the up, feel the down, hear the sound,

touch the round;

like a flute,

hear it

toot;

like a horn, hear it

mourn;

like a drum, hear it

hum;

feel. •t.the*.^sound*

Hear the up, hear the down;

turn round, and round, and round*

Feel the up, feel the down.

- Betty Robertson
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II pretend to
tryst you...

you'll pretend
to trust me/'


